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SCENES AND PEOPLE IN THE CUBAN REVOLUTION
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NEW MEXICO, SATUKDAY EVENING. AUGUST 25. 1900.
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Dubuque, la.. Aug. 25. The nrenar
ations for the great national gathering
of the Deutschr Krlcger Vereln, an
organization of German veterans, with
branches In every state of the Union,
are completed and everything Is In
readiness for the opening of the
Kriegerfest tomorrow. The arrangements for the reception and housing
ot me delegates are thoroughly systematic and well organized and a hitch
Is scarcely possible. Reception committees are at the Btatlons upon the
arrival of every train. The arriving
delegates, many of whom are accompanied by members of their families,
are greeted by the members of the
committees and escorted to the headquarters of the convention at
hall, where lunch is served all
day. Several thousand delegates and
other Visitors are already here and
large crowds of them may be seen
Gen. Gomes ia Leader of the Rebellion
wandenjng through the streets, sightseeing and enjoying the festive appearance of the handsomely decorated
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Negro Troops Left Browns.
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Oyster Bay. U I., Aug. 25. President Roosevelt today issued a proclamation appealing for aid for earthquake stricken Chile. The proclamation was issued after a consultation
with Acting Secretary of State Bacon,
at Sagamore Hill, today.

ld

Pittsburg, Pa., Aug. 23. Educators
Interested In bettering the teaching;
and condition of the deaf and dumb
are assembled here from all parts of
the country to attend the seventh
annual summer meeting of the Amer
ican Association to Promote the
Teaching of Speech to the Deaf, which
ODenprl tmlnv nt Kili'uunn.l Pari
At
the opening session Representative
Dalzell of Pittsburg, President John
B. Jackson and superintendent
Dr.
wiinam in. Burt, of the institution for
the deaf of thfa utntn rlnli
dresses of welcome. Nearly 300 dele
gates rrom all parts of the United
Tin 11.. a.ic- States are in nttenrlanre
sions will be held after today "in the
buildings or the estern Pennsylvania
Institution fni tha ltf.of until tlia unil
of the month. Among those who will
aenver addresses and read important
papers before the meeting will be Dr.
A. L. E. Crouter of Philadelphia, Dr.
Alexander Graham Bell of Washington, Edmund
of Rochester, J.
Kearon if Hpllf.v
V
Want
Driggs of Ogden, Utah; E. McKay
Goodwin of Morgantown, N. C; J. W.
Blattner of Austin, Texas, and R. O.
Johnson of Indianapolis.
ur. crouter, who is president of the
association, is superintendent of the
Pennsylvania Institution fur tha rienf
and Dumb at Mt. Airy, Philadelphia.
vi. ucu luuuaea tne association in
1890 and has endowed it uith infm
amounting to $100,000. The Mt. Airy
RUSSIAN NOBLEMAN WEDS
institution will play a prominent part
PROMINENT AMERICAN GIRL In the proceedings. Punera vi,!:.i.,ini
Magnolia, Mass., Aug. 52. Miss the system of teaching there will Le
Kmily Sargent, daughter of Mr. and teiia uy six of Its staff instructors.
Mrs. Joseph Sargent of Boston, and a
popular society girl well known in REPUBLICAN STATE CENTRAL
New York ami Newport, and Barun
COMMITTEE OF COLORADO.
l.udwig Knoop, a Russian nobleman,
Denver. Colo.. Auir. 23. The rnn.i- lwill be married here this afternoon In lican state central committee of Colo,
the presence of a large number of in- radu will hold a meeting it Hie llnmn
vited guests, mostly prominent society Palace hotel this afternoon to fix the
people frotn llostou, New Vol k and .mie and place for the next state
other cities and a number of mem- republican convention. Ir la vn..rtH
bers of the diplomatic corps, summer- that there will be between 9io and
ing at various Mn i'ai h js tts sum-nio- v
delegates in the coining
well-train-
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"Busioess Is belne remimeH hern
All classes of the population are tak-
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TROOPS LEAVE
BROWNSVILLE FOR RENO.
Washington, D. C, Aug. 25. A dispatch was received at the war department today from Major Penrose, commanding the battalion of negro troops
of the 25th Infantry, which has been
statlonel at Fort Brown. Tex., announcing tnat
his command left
Brownsville for Fort Reno at :30 this
morning. He makes no mention of
the number of troopers said to have
been arrested by the Texas Rangers
In connection with tne recent disturbances at Brownsville.
MAPS 8HOW LOCATION OF DITCH,
MOUNTAINS, ALTITUDES. ETC.,
Mexico Prohibits Guns In SonOra.
AND ONE 8ECTION IS 35
A dispatch announcing that Mexico
FEET LONG.
had decided to prohibit the Importation of arms and ammunition into the
George Arnot, of the Gross-Kellstate of Souora for the purpose of preWashington, Aug. 25. The war de- NEW YORK BAY ROWING
venting hostile Indians in that state company, has Just received from the
ASSOCIATION
REGATTA. from procuring supplies was received Hlo Grande Land, Improvement and
partment is preparing to build near
Jersey City, N. J., Aug. 25. The today ly the state department
this city, on Brlghtwood road, within
from Power company, of St. Louis, of which
the district limits, a large general hos- annual regatta of the New York Bay Ambassador Thompson at the City of William Schutt is president, a blue
pital, which will be the best equipped Rowing association will be held on Mexico.
print map of the ditch the company
institution of its kind In the world. the Hackensack river this afternoon.
The smuggling of arms across the intends constructing from White Rock
For months the army surgeons have The course is a quarter of a mile wide Mexican border from new Mexico and canyon, near the Indian village of
been engaged in looking up literature and half a mile straightaway. There Arizona into the state of Sonora has San Felipe, through the valley to the
on the subject and Inspecting hospi- is little or no tide and practically no been extensive within the last year, Sandla mountains,
thus furnishing
tals in all parts of the country. They commerce to interfere with the oars- - and both the United States and Mex- water to irrigate the now useless mesa
have also obtained much information men. The number of entries la un- - ico has been exerting their every ef- lands lying on each side of tne pro
from abroad. The best ideas which usually large and some good sport Is fort to prevent such smuggling. Some posed route of this mammoth irriga
prevail anywhere will be used in the expected. The events will be as fol- - arms anil ammunition taken across tion ditch.
new hospital, which will cost a little lows: Junior single, double-gifour-- ! the border are said to have reached
ihe blue print is In three sections,
less than $5o0,0u0. To this institution oared and single shell; senior single' the Yaqul Indians, who have been the longest measuring over 35 feet.
army officers and enlisted meu from shell, four-oare- d
barge and
d
making a great deal of trouble for the It clearly denotes the course of the
all parts of the country and the Phil- shell; intermediate single shell, four-- l American miners and other foreigners, ditch, showing Its every turn, locating
ippines will be sent when they are in oared gig; Junior centipede (quadru an well as for the Mexican authori- the mountains and other elevations,
gig.
need of special treatment. There is a pie sculls) and
ties.
their longitude, latitude and altitude,
general hospital now at Washington
and portraying every detail of the Ir
barracks, but it is not up to date and
rigation project.
is not large enough to meet all the THE JUNIOR TRACK AND PARADE OFCONNECTICUT
The immense good that will accrue
to this city and the surrounding val
demands on it.
ley from the construction of tnls ir
The equipment of the hospital will
rigation project Is inestimable. Hun
Include a large number of appliances
TOTAL ABSTAINERS
FIELD CONTESTS
and apparatus of the most modern
dreds of acres of now worthless mesa
pattern, which, as a rule, are only
lands will be brought under irrigation and made valuable. It will mean
found in some of the best equipped
the rapid filling up of the valley with
special hospitals iu this country and
Bridgeport,
Aug.
Conn.,
To25.
Y.,
Brooklyn.
Aug.
25.
X.
JunThe
a good class of settlers, and the doubEurope.
lor track and reH championships of; day's annual parade and field day of ling of the agicultural optput of the
the Metropolitan Association will be! the Couuelicut Total Abstanence un- Rio Grande valley.
PROMINENT PEOPLE MARRIED AT WASHINGTON. held at Pastime ovalw Ninetieth street1 ion bus attracted in the neighborhood
The company behind the project Is
New York. Aug. 25. The wedding iand Avenue A, this afternoon.
The of lo.i mo members of the union and fully financed, and the actual work of
city.
to
this
visitors
other
The union construction of the ditch will be startof Miss Edith lawyer, daughter of the 'events are open to all registered ath-- i
societies, ed Just as soon as all the necessary
late Dr. W. P. Lawyer of Washington, letes who have cot won a metropoll- - Is composed of ninety-thre- e
throughout
the state and rights-of-waD. C, and Montgomery Schuyler, Jr., tan or other district championship, a1 scattered
are secured. These will
a
representing
total membership of be donated by the people along tue
will take place here this afternoon, Junior or senior national
or other
10,000.
The parade was route of the canal. It Is thought, as it
Robert Livingston Schuyler will be championship, und whose clubs are! more than
his brother's best man. The youug now members of the Metropolitan as-- ; held this morning and was composed would mean the increasing In value
couple will start for Europe In a few social ion. Among the entries are the of representatives of the various so- ot any lands lying along the proposed
days and will eventually reside iu Bu- names of many promising young ath-- I cieties. The delegates of the women's route that are now unfit for agriculcharest, Roumanla, where Mr. Schuyand some exceptionally good branches rode la carriage and on tural purposes through inability to seHandsome prizes will be cure water for irrigation purposes.
ler will assume the duties of consul work is expected. The list of events! floats.
d
run,
general to which be lias been recently includes a
Quite a number of New Mexico peorun,; awarded to a number of the societies
d
d
run,
run, one mile represented in the parade. The ath- ple are interested iu the new comappointed.
d
pany and the work of construction,
run. Hire mile run,
hurdle! letic games will be held at SteepleKansas City Live Stock.
raee, running hUh Jump, running chase island stadium and will be con- which is to be a continuation of the
Kansas City, Mo.. Ann. 25. Cartle
I limn.
f,i. h..l,,V.
.,!. I
ducted according to the rules of the old "low line ditch" proposition, will.
receljts, L'.hiiii; inarKe:. hteady; na- ling
Amateur Athletic union. Many prom- It is said, be commenced in the very
shot, throwing
$ I.Oo & ti :I5 ;
tive steers.
sou hern huuimer, throwing
the discus and inent athletes will take part la the near future.
steers
4."0; southern
cows, throwing
weight. The M- contests. James Hogan of Yale will
$2.U0!i3.5; native cows anj heifers. etropolitan thampiouUip die medal will be the referee; Merrltt Sands, another
Money Market.
U.ODjj 5.O0;
MGOKeis
and feeders. be awarded to the winners; gold to Yale athlete, will be secretary of the
Ne( York. Aug. 25. Money on call,
4i(( 4.5l: bulls $:M'i'&3 25; calves,
Mercantile paper, 6 per
fiirit. silver to second and bronze to course, anil John Mack, also of YalO, nomina.
IJ.UUl&C.aO.
cent, liar silver, titiV
will bo starter.
third.
4lo-yar-

Valparaiso. Auar. 25 Th
of the interior has sent the following
dispatch to President Rlesco at
o:

ing part in the work of repairing the
damage. All committenx are mvnm.
pllshlng their tasks with the greatest
zeal. If fresh meat runs short 1 shall
cause froien meat from Mmralaem tn
be sent. Many homeless people are
in ueeu oi cioining. provisions are
running short at Iqulque but supplies
have been retained here."
All newspapers will reannear tomor
row. There went some slight shrw-k- .
at 8:15 p. m. yesterday but no further
uauiage was done.
DESTRUCTION IN COUNTRY AS
BAD AS IN THE CITIES
Santiago Aug. 25. A conservative
estimate places ,the property loss at
ymparaiBo as a result or the earthquake and fire at $20,000,000. The loss
In the rural districts win h tm
streets.
The Kriegerfest will not begin un- as not only the residences of the land- proprietors out tne huts of the latil tomorrow. At w o'clock a trumpeter on horseback will ride through the borers have been completely destroyed.
streets in the down-tow- n
district,
Cruiser Charleston Has Arrived.
sounding the "reveille," to awaken
The. United States trlllanv ihnrlAS.
the veterans quartered at the various
hotels. The forenoon will be, devoted ton, with Secretary Root on board.
to sightseeing and social calls at the Straits of Magellan. The Charleston
una arrived at runta Arenas, on the
various state headquarters.
At noon
the delegates will take their luncheon will reach Lota, arm
August 29, where Secreat the various hotels and restaurants. Valparaiso,
so as to ready to assemble In time for tary Root will be received by the
rureiip minister and AmerK
the big parade, which will start can
Minister Illnks.
promt iy af irso o'clocjs In the after
noon. The veterans will march Mould Get N 8Metaiara En Raute.
n many places bridges, fences and
through the principal streets of the
city and will proceed to the shooting telegraph and telephone poles hare
para, wnere a grand popular celebra- been thrown down. No passenger
tion will be held during the afternoon trains have arrived he m from Val
and evening. The principal address paraiso since August 16. It is insist
of the afternoon will be delivered by ed here that the effect of the disaster
Festpresldent A. P. Frudden. In the In number of deaths and amount ot
evening there will be a band concert property destroyed in nrnhnhiv rran- than was the case In San FrancUco.
and fireworks.
The business session of the conven- Heavy rains are sull falling at Valpation will open on Monday morning and raiso, making the misery still greater.
will last all day, with only a short in- Some idea of thn Htatn nt afrniro ag
terruption for luncheon.
Mayor isting there can be formed from the
Schunk will deliver the address of fact that a man rode on horseback
welcome. In the evening there will from Valparaiso to Santiago, a disa "Commers" at Oermanla hall, with tant) of elghtv miles, and onnl.l nnr
speeches by many prominent dele- obtain food or drink for himself or
gates. The business of the conven- his horse durlns- - the entl
tion will be finished on Wednesday owing to the desolation prevailing.
forenoon and In the afternoon the delegates will take an excursion trip on BABY SHOW
COMMITTEE
the river. Supper will be served on
'board the boat.
TO
MEET
RECEIVES BLUE PRINT OF
AND COMPLETE FINAL ARRANGE
MENTS
LIST OF POINTS TO
PROJECT
BE USED IN JUDGING,
AND PRIZE8.

;

Sacramento, Calif., Aug. 25. The
annual California fair opened here today, and, judging from appearances,
It promises to be the largest and most
successful state fair held In California
for many years. There Is nothing to
suggest that the state but recently
was visited by an appalling calamity.
Every department of the .industrial,
commercial and agricultural resources
of the state is worthily represented in
the exhibition and some of the special
features are more interesting and on
a larger Bcale than ever before attempted. Mr. Burbank, the horticultural wizard, occupies one of the most
interesting departments with his exhibits and the experimental stations
of the university are well represented.
The United States government has
sent a fine exhibit from its Chico farm
The poultry exhibit is also interesting
ami includes a curious exhibit representing an ostrich farm. The official
opening of the fair this afternoon will
be ushered in with a big choral concert in which a chorus of 500
voices will take part, accompanied by a large band and an anvil
chorus. The fair will last until September 1, inclusive. More than $20,-uoIn prizes will be awarded to the
exhibiters In the various departments.
Among the special prizes is one of
$i for the best church choir, with a
second prize of J150, a third of $lo0
ami u fourth of $.10.
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Qer-man- la.

k.

three-year-o-

MAN RODE

Business Session Will Not Be Held Secretary Root Is Approaching
Chile In Cruiser Charleston.
Until Monday Mornhig. Many2
Has Reached Straits.
Speeches Will Be Made.

It was announced

440-ya-

BEGIN

WITH PARADE TOMORROW

Ixmdon. Aug. 25. It Is reported that
Russian premier, Stolypln, has
Bacallo'g force, operating
against been assassinated.
Pino Guerra, had a skirmish with a
AT HIS
land of rebels near San Louis station. PREMIER DYNAMITED
RESIDENCE DURING RECEPTION
Pina del Rio, today, with the result
exthat the rebel were dispersed and St. Petersburg, Aug. 25. In an resplosion that occurred today at the
the troops captured five horses.
idence of Premier Stolypln, while a
reception was being held, many perSOME FIGHTING BUT NOT
The
MUCH BLOOD SHED. sons were killed or wounded.
Hanvana, Aug. 25. Col. Bacallo, son of the premier was among those
with 200 men and artillery, and fifty wounded. The premier is safe.
recruits, left San Juan de Martinez,
this morning, moving in the direction PRINCESS PALAVANDOFF
BURNED TO DEATH
of Guanes, Pina del Rio, in expectaTiflls, Aug. 25 The country mantion of giving battle to Pina Guerra,
the insurgent leader, who was report- sion of Prince Palavandoff at Oklnl
ed to oe only five miles distant. A was set on fire by peasants last night.
severe engagement Is expected.
The princess was unable to escape and
was burned to death.
Other Small Bodies Rise.
A dispatch from Remedios, Prov
POLICE
CAPTAIN AND TWO
ince of Santa Clara, this afternoon,
MEN KILLED, ONE WOUNDED
announced that another insurgent
Berlin, Aug. 25. A dispatch from Star Mark the Province of Pinar Del Rio, Where the Revolt It Rampant
band, commanded by Col. Severiano
tarcla. and Capt. Cepeda, who form Kattowitz announces that a bomb
erly was captain of the rural guards, thrown at Bendizin, Russian Poland,
had taken the field against' the gov- - today, killed a police captain, Jaku-biand two policemen and danger- MILITARY
ernment rorces. The dispatch added
DIVISION
CF PEADODY SENT TO THE
that Quenten Bravo, famous trader of ously wounded another policeman.
Buena Vista., and the Remedios Pat The bomb was evidently intended for
riots, which operated against the Jakubik, who commanded the patrol
Spaniards during the war for Inde which on Monday killed a Jew. The
r
pendence, uad started to Joint the in- explosion destroyed the district police
surgent forces with a band of forty office. A detachment of Cossacks
men. Ho was last heard from between fired several volleys and wounded a
Washington, Aug. 25. The next A
number of passersby.
Remedios and Caibarien.
chief of the military Information divi
FULLER ACCOUNT OF ATTACK
sion of the war department will bervit
ACQUATIC CHAMPIONSHIPS
ON PREMIER STOLYPIN full fledged colonel, Instead of a major, "I
OF NEW YORK CLUB
COVef All Claims Against
New York, Aug. 25. The last of St. Petersburg, Aug. 25. Four revolu- He will be Colonel R. D. Potts.
'
this year's aquatic ' championship tionists arrived at M. Stolypin's villa wen Known artillery omcer, who nasi
"Him
Real Or Forced. Inmeetings or tne New York Athletic on Aptckarisky Island at 3:20 p: m. lately been on duty as commandant
club will take place at Travers Island today in a coach. Two of them were of the artillery school at Fort 'Mod- -'
duced By Sympathy
this afternoon. The championships dressed In the' uniform of gendarmes, roe. He succeeds Major W. D. Beach,
tnird was dressed as a driver and was
which will be decided are the
championship, the fancy diving contest on the box of the coach, and the fourth three or four years. This change Is
and English water pole for the Metro- was in private clothes. Two men en- necessary by virtue of the fact that SECRETARY WI150N LOOKS
politan championship.
There la a tered the villa on the pretext of mak- Major Beach now leaves the general
AT MILWAUKEE PACKERIES
large list of entries, including some ing an imnortant rennrt tn the nrp. staff to join his regiment, the Fif
of the best swimming experts in the mier, but they were not permitted to teenth cavalry. It has been .consid- enter his office. On man threw a ered that the importance of the divieast.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 25. FrancU
bomb Into the reception room and a sion engaged In accumulating data of
ternuie explosion followed. The house value in a military way justifies the
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
of this city today Bent a check
OF PIANO DEALERS. was nearly destroyed. The man whn designating of a high ranking officer, for Mo.000 to the receiver of the Milthrew
the bomb was killed but the although that
New York, Aug. 25. The officers of
of the general waukee Avenue State bank, to. cover
staff prospered exceedingly under Ma- every
the National Association of Piano premier, who was in his nfflpp
claim heiu against him at that
not
Injured.
His daughter is said to jor Beach, who is a tactful as well as bank, whether
Dealers are holding a meeting here
in
form of genuine
today for the purpose of arranging for have both legs broken and the pre- an industrious officer, and increased of forged papers. the Peabody'g
action
son was severe- the value of the division in every way. was taken through sympathy with
an immense exhibition of musical In- mier's
the
struments next year. The matter is ly wounded. About fifty persons were
victims of the bank and a desire to
WILL COST $10,000 TO REPAIR
still undecided, but the success of the Kinea or wounaea.
bring alxiut a speedy adjustment of
Amonz those kllle.i una nnani
BATTLESHIP ILLINOIS. the bank's affairs.
exposition which was held in the
spring of this year was so great that Zameatin, who during the war with
New York, Aug. 25. According to
it is considered probable that another Japan was chief of communication.
the official report of the experts It SECRETARY-WILSOGOES
i ne two revolutionists who remain
exhibition can be profitably arranged
will cost about $10,000 to repair the
TO 8EE CUDAHY'S PLACE.
aevpreK.
in
ed
were
the
coach
wrnniyear.
for next
damage done to the battleship Illinois
Milwaukee, Wis., Aug. 25. Secreed. Colstein, who was chief of police in the recent collision
Alawith
tary of Agiculture Wilson visited MilSpelter Market.
at taurine palace, where the lower bama. The Illinois will takethe
part
in
St. Louis. Mo., Aug. 25. Spelter house of parliament held its sessions, the president's review and will
waukee today, and during the afterthen be noon,
dull, at 5.87&.
accompanied by D. E. Behnke,
was aiso Killed.
sent to the navy yard for repairs.
chief of the local meat inspection bureau, visited several packing huoses.
the city. After luncheon, the sec--j
TEACHERS INTERESTED WAR DEPARTMENT WILL Inretary
left, presumably for Cudahy.
He found some of the Milwaukee
packing houses in fine condition,
FAIR OPENED
IN THE BLIND
others not quite so good, and still
ERECT HOSPITAL
others making changes that will lm-- i
prove conditions.
Havana, Aug.

RECOVERING

Formerly In German Army Destruction Imnenseln CounBut Now With Branch Ortry. Where Homes of Rich
ders In Every State.
and Poor Are Cone.

Severe Engagement Was Expected Fuller Particulars of the Attack
on the Premier and His
But Never Came Off As InFamily and Officers
surgents Fled.
at the palace this afternoon that

GRADUALLY

VETERANS

Rebels Were Soon Dispersed But Escaped Death. Son Was
Wounded and Many Killed
With Loss of Five Horses
In His Own House.
Captured By Bacallos.

FIVE

VALPARAISO

ENTERTAIN

NEAR HAVANA

PINO GUERRO

DUBUQUE TO

-'.

V

Col. John Dorradalle, chairman of
the baby sho committee, states that
mere win be a meeting of the committee held in the fair association's
headquarters, Monday night, for the
purpose of completing the final ar
rangements for the baby show,' and
for arranging for the awarding of the
many prizes that have been donated.
The babies are to be judged on
points, much the same as horses and
cattle, and the list of points is as fol
lows:
Conformity or features 35 points.
Prettiest eyes 30 points.
Disposition 15 points.
Prettiest hands and feet 10 points.
Dress 10 points.
Prizes for the following classes wll
be offered:
Nicest baby, six months old or un
der, first and second prize.
Nicest baby, not over one year old.
or under six months, first and second
prize.
Nicest baby, not over two years old.
or under one year, first and second.
prize.
Baby, two years old, or imder, wita
nicest pair of eyes, oue prize.
llaby, with best nature and disposi
tion, one prize.
Nicesb dressed baby, oue prize.
The committee at Its meeting will
probably arrange for additional prizes.

GREAT FLOWER PARADE
AND CARNIVAL

TODAY.

Arverne, L. I., Aug. 25. Crowds of
visitors from many points on long
Island have come here this forenoon
to witness the great flower parade and
carnival, which has been arranged
for today, flhe hotels of this busy
seaside resort are overcrowded and
never befori have there been so
many visitors here as there are today.
The parade vt several hundred flower-deckautomobiles and carriages will
be held this afternoon and will be
followed In the evening by fireworks
and a general carnival on the brilliantly illuminated boardwalk. Valuable prizes will bo awarded to the
winners in the flower parade.
HEAD ON COLLISION KILLS
TWO TRAINMEN
Two trainPittsburg. Pa.. Aim
men were Kilie.l and tl'ree Injured In
a head-ocollision of heavy ore
trains, today, near Milltown, on the
Bessemer & I.ke Brie railroad.
ed
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Highland

happened:

Mr. and Mrs. !. K. Basham, former
ly of Roswell, were In a runaway near
Hereford, Texas, and ns a result mny
be burled In the same grave, says the
Roswell Record. They were out driv-

NiONWttABEl

Pharmacy

OfflalaJ Paper of Bernalillo County ing In a surrey, six miles ea8t of
aad City of Albuquerque.
Hereford, when the horses took fright
Fnn Afteno. Dlipatcht.
at an automobile. This .scared Mr.
Urgart City in' County DmlitlM.
and Mrs. Bashara so that they Jumped
Tat lirtwt Nr Mulct ClmlillM.
from the surrey, both striking on their
lirgnt Mrtwr

Arlrant Clrtulitlw.
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heads. Mrs. Basham's neck was broken and she expired Immediately. Mr.
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Injuries are undoubtedly fatal. A
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On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
Russell, got out and held the horses
Automatic, 379: Colorado,289.
With Ample Means and Unsurpassicr Facilities.
Wagons and other Chattels; also on
Urtrtliisg Bites Mtda Known on Application by the bit. Although the driver of
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE! REWANTED.
auto stopped his machine the
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na horses got away from Mr. Russell and
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HIGHLAND PHARMACY
the vehicle, at
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
to
cook
woman
Colorado
A"
good
except
Mr.
Aatomafle 183
WANTED
mile. No one .was hurt
Steamship tickets to and from all
Good
day.
a
meal
only
one
Ave.
was
the
cook
Railroad
205
auto
East
The
and Mrs. Basham.
rarts of the world.
cook.
wages.
Must be first-claExtends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation, and Solicits
property of the George D. 'Wright Land
3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
Rooms
preferred.
George
Swede
or
German
by
company and was driven
New Accounts Capital, $160,000.00.
315 West Railroad Ave.
middle-agesteady
Karr.
WANTED A
OFFICES.
PRIVATE
old
general
72
years
woman to do cooking and
Mr. Basham was about
Open Evenings.
j
housework. Apply or addres Matand his wife was between CO and 65. SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
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AMERICAN SHIPS
thews' Jersey Dairy, Albuquerque.
Mr. Basham lived In Roswell for many
Solomon
Luna,
Presiaent:
W. S. Btrlckler, V. P. and Cashier- - W
years up to four years ago., He was Full Set of Teeth
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Gentlemen's second-han- d
WANTED
Johnson, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. c. Baldridge, Solo- -' J '
a barber and had a shop on Main Gold Crown
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
$6
mon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E.
l.
New York, Aug. 25. The squadron street, near the present location of the Gold Filling
$1.50 up
south of viaduct. Senu address and
LAWYERS.
of four new armored cruisers, combarber shop. The building Painless Extracting
will call. RJ. Swetney .proprietor.
50c
posed of the Maryland, the Pennsyl- in which his shop was located was deman, who
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON. TOPEKA & SANTA FE RY.
WANTED Amiddle-age'Ira M. Bond.
vania, the Colorado and the West Vir- stroyed in the big fire of July 3, 1902. ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR'
the work, to take ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F street
understands
ginia, under the command of Rear Ad- He had retired from the barber trade
ANTEED.
charge of lawn and grounds at a N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensloos,
miral Wlllard H. Bronson, sailed to- on account of his age and recent bad
sanitorlum. Good wages and board lands, patents, copyrights, caveats,
day for Manila. It has been decided health, but still owned a shop in Hereto right party. German preferred. letter patents, trade marks, claims.
by the navy and state departments ford. He Is remembered as a splendid
Call at The Citizen office for particR. W. D. Bryan.
a
was
that the fleet of the Asiatic station citizen and good man. He
ulars.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, Albuquer
should be materially Increased. The brother-in-laof J. W. Watkins, ol
que, N. M. Office, First National
SALESMENWANTED.
four armored cruisers, each as power- Roswell, who left on a freight train
WANf EBExperiencedin any lineTo Bank building.
ful as a first class battleship, but hav- for Hereford. Interment will be made
B. F. COPP.
sell general trade In New Mexico.
aVUCQUHRQUB, N. K.
ing the advantage of greater speed, In Hereford.
E. W. Dobson.
ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office, Crom
An unexcelled specialty proposition;
will relieve in the Orient the only two
balvacancy September l, tor the
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
battleships there, the Ohio and the
Galveston's Sea Wall
ance of this year and 1907. CommisWisconsin. These will be ordered makes life now as safe In that city as credited to Torrance county. These
Off! u sea aaa Direct.
DENTISTS.
Continweekly.
The
sions with $35
home ,the Wisconsin to be extensively on the higher uplands. E. W. Goodloe, are mostly in the Estancia valley. San
JOSHUA
KAYNOUMI
8.
.Realseat
' ental Jewelry Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
In Miguel county is second on
repaired on the Pacific coast, prob- who resides on Dutton street.
M. W. FlXTJRNOY
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
Ttoe President
the list WANTED
New
cover
to
Salesman
ably at the Bremerton navy yard, and Waco, Tex., needs no sea wall for with, twenty entries
.
Dental Surgeon.
Cashlar
for the corresMexico with staple line of high comr
R. A. FROST
the Ohio to come to the Atlantic coast eifety. He writes: "I have used Dr. ponding period. In detail the business
.
Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
aVsoiatant
EL r. BJtYNCftLC
missions with $100 monthly ad- the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
to join the Atlantic fleet under the King's New Discovery for consump- done at the local land office up to toDlraaSar
vance. Permanent position to right Both 'phones. Appointments made by
command of Rear Admiral Robley D. tion the past five years and It keeps day is as follow:
man. Jess H. Smith Co., Detroit, mail.
Evans. When the armored cruisers me well and safe. Before that time
V. B. RBPOaUTOaST.
129; acres, 20,- .entries,
Homestead
Mich.
reach the Philippines, Rear Admiral I had a cough wnica for rears had 201; desert land entries, 13; acres,
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
fl's
sugone."
Now
years
growing
worse.
been
was
many
Bronson, who for
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
6;
FOR RENT.
2,319; final homestead entries,
.
Athoria4 Oapttal
perintendent of the naval academy, Cures chronic co'i?hs, la grippe, croup acres, 960.
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:-- v p. m.; 1:30
T
for
Pleasant,
rooms
front
U Capital, Surptaa aa4 Proftta
REN
Paid
FOR
pneu$260,000.4
prevents
cough
whooping
and
and who was so severely criticized by
p.
Ap
5
m.
Telephone
m.
462.
to
were
divided
The homestead entries
reasonable
Rent
housekeeping.
the house Investigating committee on monia. Pleasant to take. Every uot-tl- e among the following counties of the
pointments
by
mall.
made
Close In. Corner of Sixth street and
Depository far Atchlaea, Topeka A Bart Fa Railway Company
guaranteed at all druggists. Price
account of the hazing at Annapolis,
DR. B.'M. WILLIAMS,
district:
Railroad avenue.
will relieve Rear Admiral C. J. Train 50c and 1. Trial bottle free.
Guadalupe,
Bernalillo, 2; Colfax, 3;
RENT Furnished room. In
in command of the powerful fleet on
Dentist.
McKlnley, none; San Miguel, 20; FOR
quire 220 South Edith street
the Asiatic station. Admiral Train
Office on Railroad avenue, over Man- 7; Santa Fe, 2; Socorro,
Jnan,
San
The new
will be ordered home for shore duty.
dell's.
'Phone, Auto 203.
none; Taos, 2; Torrance, 82; Valencia, FOR, REN J. oil SALE
house at 814 South Arno St.
none.
PHYSICIANS.
Payment $12 per mcnth. Address
hagan
The desert land entries were: Col
oCce.
Highlands,
Citizen
BE
BOY
TRIED
TO
YOUNG
DR. R. L. HUST.
fax, 1; Mora, 2; Santa Fe, 1; TorOffice,
N. T. Armijo Bldg.
FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
rance, 2.
Tuberculosis
treated with High- for light housekeeping. 418 North
HEARING IN PROGRESS BEFORE
The total number of homestead en
Frequency
Electrical
street.
Current and
Second
acres
1,208;
1
January
Is
SANTA
AT
FE.
LAND OFFICE
tries since
ft
9
Treatments given each
entered. 171,711. Total number of fi FOR RENT Elegant furnished room; Germicide.
p.
m,
8
day
m..
to
4
Trained
a.
from
invalids;
respectable;
en
no
115;
acres
in.
entries,
register
close
and receiver of the nal homestead
The
nurse In attendance. Both 'phones.
cheap. No. 410 South Arno street.
United States land office In Santa Fe tered, 17,475. Total number of desMadrid, Aug. 25. Faustlno Jardlel, have been directed
DR. W. G. SHADRACH.
to hold a hearing ert land entries, 156; acres entered, FOR RENT A
house; bath
16 years old, and employed as a clerk n the matter of certain entries of 20,543. The total number of entries of
electric light and other modern Con Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
In Carabenchel, near Madrid, was coal lands heretofore made in the all kinds since January 1. laob, is
and Throat.
veniences. 024 West Tijeras ave
always a devoted follower of the na- county of Sandoval in what is known 1,426; acres entered, 207,78.
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe
nue.
West Rail
coast lines. Office, 313
tional sport and had an Intense ad- as the Hagan coal fields, owned by Dr.
FOR RENT Saloon in good location road avenue.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
miration for the gaily bedecked tor- John H. Sloan, et al., of that city.
everything
city;
and
fixtures
in
9 to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to 5
eadors. Noticing with what apparent Irregularities
and
ready for business. Apply to Con p. Hours:
(II. E. No. 6279.)
m.
ease the "bandoleros" planted their with law, it is understood, are charged
Liquor Co.
solidated
AND
darts in the bull's shoulder and then and the defendants are cited to show Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M., Aug.
UNDERTAKER.
FOR RENT Furnished housekeeping
gracefully dodged the charge of the cause why the entries Ehould not be
23, 1906.
rooms, 2, 3, or 4 rooms; quite re- Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo., Red 115.
infuriated animal, Faustlno came to cancelled. Dr. Sloan Is not in Santa
Notice is hereby given that the follo916 South
spectable; convenient.
quite Fe at present, but It Is believed he wing-named
conclusion
looked
the
it
that
A. BORDERS.
filed
notice
has
settler
'
Broadway.
6lmple, and that he could jump out has denied the truth of the allegations of his Intention to make final proof
Commercial Club' Building. Black
of the way as quickly as any profes- and applied for a hearing. Among the In support of his claim, and that said FOR RENT Houses, 3 to 5 rooms;
and White Hearse, $5.
rooms
modern; also
for house
sional. Accordingly, the othw day, allegations, as far as can be a seer proof will be made before the United
ARCHITECTS.
McMillion,
es
keeping.
real
W. H.
when the bull entered the Pmza de talned, are that the entries in ques SJates court commissioner at San Ratate broker, 211 West Gold avenue,
Torros, Faustlno, having provided tlon have been transferred to Dr. fael, N. M., on October 5, 1906, viz:
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Walling,
himself with a few darts, jumped into Sloan and are now his property. The Juan Garcia. 2d. for the NW
Barnett building,
and cottage ford. Rooms
Sec. FOR RENT-;otta- ges
flats, one to five rooms. Very nice. Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
the arena, and advanced toward the department holds that a coal declara 8. Twp. 11 N.. R. 8 W.
0
lv furnished, pianos, etc.. to suit
bull. The animal, however, had seen tory statement does not initiate the
He names the following witnesses
CIVIL ENGINEER.
blm coming, and immediately made a right to coal land but simply protects to prove his continuous residence uptenants. Mrs. Norrls, No. 110 East
Lmtfr Mamda
m
Coal avenue, east end of viaduct.
rush for Faustlno, who found prac- the right which has been created by on, and cultivation of, said land, viz:
J. R. Farwell.
Envlopaa
tice very different from theory. When actually going on the land and devel Masedonio Ramirez, Ramon Soma,
Armijo
building.
23,
N.
Room
T.
2
FOR SALE.
Not Hemdm
be recovered consciousness, he was in oping coal. The right to enter coal Jose Rafael Chavez, Bidal Chaves y
NOTARY PUBLIC.
FOR SALE Elegant Knabe piano In
Progrmma
the hospital, bruised all over, and was land is limited to one hundred and Montoya, all of San Rafael, N. M.
2
perfect condition. Apply 512 South
told he had had an exceedingly nar- sitxy acres to one individual. Those
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Invitations
K. D. Maddlson.
Tho.
escape
being
gorde
row
to death. who have made entries of the coal
Broadway.
from
Register.
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
Catalogumm
FOR'SALE-TO-rooFaustlno has decided not to challenge land in question are C. R. Huber, May
rooming "house, Gold avenue.
0
Blank Book
Bomblta and Fuentes, the champions Huber, W. E. Martin, George F. Mur- cheap. Over Farr's market, South
DO YOU KNOW
VETERINARIAN.
"I
while,
Receipt Booh
of Spain, at least not for a
T T.
ry, Emma Bandelier and Minnie S,
Second street.
Dr. F. L. Schneider.
Zimmerman. The entries are said to That the day of pianos being a luxury FOR SALE Good saddle pony, gentle
0
Office, 424 North Second street
valued at over a hundred thousand has passed, and that they are now a
and safe for children or ladies. Call
AN INCOME TAX CASE he
0
call
you
necessity.
know
don't
it
If
Phones Auto., 311; Colo., Black 35.
705 Mou n ta nRoa i.
dollars.
In other word
in at our store, examine our world- - FOR SAl,E Bicycle
Room
'phone,
Auto.,
747.
h
Residence
e
a
out
general
turn
and
re'
0
The intense itching ' characteristic famous line of goods, and you will
every thl n g o
pair shop with fine set of tools;
RODERICK STOVE, E. E.
of salt rheum and eczema is Instantly then understand.
know
printer
good
paying
.SETTLED IN E
business.
0
Porterfleld
allayed by applying Chamberlain's
We are sole representatives of dic
how to do
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer.
Co., 110 Gold avenue.
Salve.
As a cure for SKin diseases kering & Sons, Everett, Kimball and
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse & Co.
FOR SALE Soda Fountain. T7
this salve Is unequaled. For sale 117 other well known makes.
Gas and gasoline engines a specialty.
London. Aug. 25. An income tax all druggists.
Topham.
All pianos reduced In price for next
906 West Railroad avenue. Autocase, of considerable importance to
A handsome llardman
FOR SALE
ten days.
: 3 "3
"phone, 179.
ministers, ' has just been decided.
piano, in fine condition and almost matic
TUB WHITSON MUSIC CO.
The Rev. Henry Varley, a Congrega IMMENSE BUSINESS
EXAMINER
OF
114 South Second Street.
new, at a bargain.
TITLES.
particu
For
tional minister at Bowes Park, claim
lars, call at this office.
H. R.
ESTABLISHED 1873.
ed that he was entitled to make a
"OLD RELIABLE."
My general store. Rare No. 119 South WHITING,
FOR SALE
MERCHANT TAILORING
AT LAND OFFICE
Second Street, First
upecial deduction of $25 from his as
chance for some one to secure an
National Bank building.
aessment, this being the estimated
established business.
Address, P.
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WE8T
Albuquerque, N. M.
value of the rental of his study. The ONE
M
M.
N.
Pueblltos,
RAILROAD
HUNDRED
AVENUE, O. BAM
AND TWENTV
Examiner and abstracter of land
ground of his claim was that the rent
FOR
gen
well
SAI.ri
A
established
BINI, PROPRIETOR.
NINE FILINGS FOR FIRST
titles, including those of Spanish and
inic of a study was an expense In
eral merchandise store, doing good Mexican origin.
TWENTY DAYS IN
exclusively,
and
curred, "wholly,
My
is
shop
tailoring
merchant
good
country town;
business. In
AUGUST.
necessarily, for the purposes of his
over No. 209 West Railroad ave
TEACHER OF PIANO.
good reasons for selling:
store
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
A similar allowance i
profession."
August bids fair to be the banner nue, where I solicit the patronage of J building and dwelling for rent or
In
re
permitted
Fay
to doctors
C.
707
usuallv
Mjss
Leonard,
studio
mouth, of the year in the matter ol me puDiic. ah wors guarantees nrsi-clas218.
sale. P. u. box
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
elect to their consulting roonm.
as I have bad fifteen years' ex- FOR SALE The Minneapolis House, North First street. Primary pupils a
homestead entries at the land office
specialty; 50c per lesson. Parties in
The point raised by the Rev. Henry located at Santa Fe. One
in the Southwest.
perience
made
in
Suits
the
business.
Forty-fou- r
a
hundred
and
at
be
Must
i.arsaln.
sold.
Varley had In Scotland been decided twenty-ninterested write or call.
filings hava been made fur to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana
rooms,
newly
all
furnished,
In favor of the crown. When, there- the first twenty days of this month, repaired. The specific I use will not
painted and papered. The best paySCREEN TIME IS COMING.
fore, the matter came before the tax and another lui
AND
Injure the cloth. Indies' garments
delegation of
ing property in Albuquerque. Any
commlsailoners of Enfield, they felt
walking
made
also
cleaned
and
ecreens, 7 cents per foot.
skirts
Window
at
arrived
acceptable.
otfer
Call
or
Santa
WednesC.
Fe
address
bound to disallow it. But Mr. Varley 's day evening en route to the Entnnrln to order. Give me a trial.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M. C
A home made door, with trimmings,
RAILROAD AVENUE.
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House,
solicitors have since then received a valley, Pulillc lands in that section are
O. BAMBINI.
for $1.25.
M.
Albuquerque,
N.
letter showing that the crown would being taken up rapidly by actual setWe are making window screens all Z
"
1
scale
Give us your ROUGH DRY work, FOR SALE One Buffalo
not contest his case, and requesting
mortlBed together, and as strong as
tlers. Eighty-tw- o
of the homestead Monday, and get is back Wednesday.
1
Ice box. capacity a
marble counter,
SHOWER BATH BENEFITS
statement of bis costs.
door, for 7 cents a square foot. A
entries recorded so far this month are Imperial Laundry Co.
1 ton. 1 Ice machine,
power screen
that
or
door,
1
engine,
power boiler, 2
PHENOMENAL GROWTH
are simply a "terra incognita" to the
outlast any door shipped In here
steam water pumps, 1 Buffalo meat will
OF TOMBSTONE TOMATOES
cast, together with trimfrom
man who never tried them. If we lie
1
1
chopper,
sausage mings, the
bono grinder,
Tombstone lays claim to producing
$1.25.
for
up a bath-tufor you as it should be
Is an ordeal which all
stuffer. racks and hooks, at Tony
the largeBt tomatoes in Arizona, says
We make the regular shop made
equipped namely, with a shower atMichelbarh's, Old Town.
the Prospector. Another evidence of
women approach with
screen doors that have always cost,
tachment, the comfort, coolness and
th'8 direction was
the possibilities
indescribable fear, for Full SALE General
merchandise here'.ofore, $2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
enjoyment ytu'll obtain these not
exhibited by John Hanley, the well
business on the El Paso and Southsummer days and night will make yoi;
nothing compares with
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
known gardener below town. A samwestern In eastern New Mexico.
our friends lor life. Ask us about
he pain and horror ot
CO.
MILL
PLANING
ple lot of tomatoes raised by Mr. Han-l'$20,000.
Stock $15,000 to
Fine
prices.
child-birtThethoutrht
showed an average weight of over
for right party. Can exWe carry the finest line of garden
If you want results In advertising
one pound each, one of which weigh- of the suffering and dagger in store for her, robs the expectant mother
plain pood reason for selling. I
want ad.
hose in the city.
ed exactly one pound and a quarter. of (.11 pleasant anticipations of the coming event, and casts over her a
cality healthiest in New Mexico. Ad- try an Evening Citizen
o
Mr. Hanley states that a single vine shadow of gloom which cannot he khaken off.
dress Inquiries to this paper.
Thousands of women
of this variety bears from twelve to have found that the use of Mother's Priend
d iring pregnancy robs
NOTICE TO SUM- TELEPHONE US YOUR ORDER
Standard Plumbing and. Heating Co.
fourteen bush la.
confinement of all pain and danger, and insures .ufety to life of mother FOR THAT COAL YOU ARE GOING
MER WANDERERS.
Colo., Red 284.
'Phone, 671.
V
Auto.
and child. This scientific liniment h a god-sen- d
The End of The World
to all women at the TO STOCK FOR NEXT WINTER.
Have The Evening Citizen for- - a
of troubles that robbed E. H. Wolfe, time of their most critical trial. Not only does Mother's Friend W. H. HAHN & CC,
-- owarded to your address when $
of Bear Grove, la., of a usefulness,
u.ncii aaieiy tnrouii me penis ot child-birth- ,
A Mystery Solved
a vou eo awav on your vacation. f
but its use
came when ta began taking Electric vn,.j
"How to krep off periodic attacks of a If you are no
a paid up sun- - a
Bitters. He writes: "Two years go gently prepares the system for the coming event, prevents " morning
DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
biliousness and hailtual constipation
scriber. ulease let us know when
kidney trouble caused me great suff- sickness," and other di- wis a mystery that Dr. King's New a you order the paper forwarded,
ering, which I would never have sur- comiorts of this period.
Life Pills solved for ine," writes John a and alo let us know if you de- - f
PAINT Covers more, loo,.s best, wears the
vived had I not taken Electric Bit- Sold by all druggists at
V
N. Pleasant, of Magnolia. Ind.
The a sire It stopped at your home ad- - a
longest, most economical; full measure.
ters. They also cured me of general $1.00 per bottle. Hook
only pills that are guaranteed to give a dress. Be careful to give post- BUILDlNu PAPER Always in stock. Piaster, Lime, Cement. Paint,
debility." Sure cure fori all stomach,
perfect satisfaction to everybody or it office, hotel or street address, tn i
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
liver and kidney complalpts, blood dis- containing valuable info matioti free.
a all cases.
money refunded. Only 25c at all
eases, headache, dizziness and weak-sen- s The Bradf.eld Regulator Ci., Atlanta, Ga
FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.
or bodily decline. Price 60c. Guaranteed by all druggets.
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REV. LUKENS RESIGNS
CHARGE AT ROSWELL
At the congregational meeting of
the Presbyterian church the other
night the resignation of Hev. C. E.
Lukens aa pastor was unanimously accepted, the minister being present and
urging his friends to vote in favor of
the acceptance, says the Roswell Record. The matter of calling a minister
was not decided, adjournment being
taken while the question was still under discussion. There was an equally
divided house as to the question of
calling a minister now or waiting until
others are given a hearing. Rev. Mr.
Lukens acted as moderator of the
meeting.
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MISS BUTCHER

WHEN KAISER

LEADS

BILL

GOES TO RATON
Miss Maggie J. Butcher, for a number of years the efficient superintendent of the Lag Vegas city schools, will
depart the last of thi3 month for Raton, says the Optic.
Miss Butcher made special application to the board of education In the
Gate City for a primary position and
was elected to same last June. She
spent the past year studying the primary work in Chicago, Kansas City,
IiOs Angele and other cities and goes
well prepared for this Important

CAVALRY

"Make Ha While the un Shines."
There Is a lesson In the work of the
thrifty farmer. He knows that the
bright sunshine may last but a day
and he prepares for the showers
which are so liable to follow. So It
should be with every household. Dysentery diarrhoea and cholera morbus
may attack some member of the home
without warning. Chamberlain's Colic,
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy, which
Is the best known medlc'ue for these
diseases, should always be kept t
hand, as Immediate treatment is necessary, and delay may prove fatal. For
Bale by all druggists.

TAXES CUT DOWN
N PHOENIX, ARIZ.
Phoenix property owners tills" mar
will pay
tax of $3.to per hundred,
which is a
reduction from
last year's tax. The reduction in tax
is due to the economy of the board of
supervisors and to the territorial board
of equalization and the territorial administration in raising the corporation taxes of the territory.
The only body that had to do with
the making of this year's levies that
failed to make a reduction was the
city council, and although there is an
Increase in tax receipts of about $25.
000 from saloons, the council made a
levy of 10 cents on the dollar more
than last year's levy.
The council this year levied $1.10.
The county levy is $2.10, being 40
cents lower than last year. Twenty
cents of this reduction was made by
the board of supervisors and the other
20 by the territorial board of equalization in bringing the territorial rate
down from 95 to 75 cents.
The balance of the tax is for school
purposes.
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Eakln, President.
Vice President.
SJ. Giomi,
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GOATS TO JUAREZ
Aubrey Gist, the well known moun-- j
tain goat man, came In last Friday
night from his ranch bringing in three
nanny goats and one buck, all registered, which were shipped Moday to
Juarez, Mexico, consigned to Escobar
Hnos, of a Mexican government college, says the Carlsbad Sun. Two of
POPULAR PHOTOOflAPH IX GERMANY OF WILLIAM LEADING THE CHARGE.
these goats are presents to the college and the others were sold to a
Berlin, Aug. 24 The great event Of
These preliminaries arranged, the leads them onwards towards an imag-toiar- newspaper man In Mexico at a high
the annual maneuvers of the German kaiser places himself at the head of
foe, he has the sensation of
Mr. Gist Is to take part pay
army is the great cavalry charge, led the cavalry and leads it in a furious conducting them to real and undying price
In advertising. Mr. Gist is not only adby the kaiser in person,
charge against the infantry and
glory. The kaiser U, in fact, a great vertising his goats In a magazine, but
These maneuvers, which invariably
At the last moment, instead actor, and this military drama satis- - his goats will be a great advertisement
take place in September, are intended 'of riding over the infantry, the cav-ial- lies his desires for stage effects.
to the Pecos valley.
to give the generals and high officers
swerves aside and diverges Into
But there is the tragic side, too.
of the German army practical experi- obscurity.
The cavalry charge is not only useFt. Bayard, N. M., July 28, 1906.
ence In handling bodies of troops
This is the great cavalry charge. less and unnecessary, but It is ex
Sealed proposals In triplicate for
in warfare. More than 100,000 troops It is a magnificent sight, but it is not tremely dangerous. Every year a large constructing approximately 28,000 feet
war. In actual warfare, every single number of men are thrown from their of brick or concrete gutters
take part.
side
one man of the cavalrw would be hurled horses in this wild, headlong rush of walks at this point will he and
Two armies operate against
received
Every until 11 a. m., Aug. 27, 1906, and then
another for three days, according to into eternity long before he came thousands of eager
steeds.
all the rules of actual warfare. Sud- within clear sight of the Infantry and man who falls is doomed to a terrible opened. Information furnished on apdenly, on the fourth day, the kaiser artillery. But the kaiser ignores these fate, for the following ranks simply plication. U. S. reserves right to accollected all the cavalry belonging to prosaic details. All these practical ride over his prostrate body, mangling cept or reject any rr all proposals or
both sides and unites it under his own lODjecuons no nui uumpen nis emuus- - him cruelly and Inflicting all the any part thereof. Envelopes containagonies of the genuine battlefield. The ing proposals should be endorsed
command. Then all the infantry and tasm.
He rides with supreme content at few who escape death are maimed for "Proposals for constructing
gutters
all the artillery are massed on the
v
cavalry,
the head of the
and as he life.
other side.
and sidewalks," and addressed to
Capt. S. P. Vestal, QUI.

Chas. Meltnl, Secretary

O. Bachecht,

Consolidated

Treasurer.

Liquor Co.

Successors to
and BACHECHI

MELIM

& EAKIN,

& GIOMI.

WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

Wines, Liquors & Cigars
We keep everything in
stock to outfit the most fastidious bar complete
Have been appointed exclusive agents
In the Southwest for
JOS. SoHUTZ,
WM. LEMP AND
ST. LOUIS A. B. C.
BREWERIES.
YELLOWSTONE,'
GREEN RIVER,
W. H. McBRA ER'S

SHIPPING REGISTERED

'

'

CEDAR BROOK,
LOUIS HUNTER,
. T. J. MONARCH,
And other standard brands of whiskies

too numerous to motion.

WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS

y

Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue an4
Price
issued to dealers only.
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DAGENETTE TALKS ABOUT
SALTON SEA HEAT
"Only the Pima and Fapago Indians,
inured to the climate through generations, can carry on the fight against
the Colorado river," said Outing
.Agent Charles E. Dagenette of Albuquerque, N. M., to a reporter for the
Tucson Citizen.
Mr. Iagenette looks after the Indians who are at work trying to divert the rampaging Colorado river
back Into its proper channel at the intake of the Imperial canal below
Yuma.
"The heat down at the scene of the
work is terrific at present," said .ir.
Tagenette. "It ranges from 110 to
124 and it Is a terribly exhausting ordeal for the laborers. Hundreds of
Cholos have been brought in from
California and Mexico and placed on
the Job, but they give out nfter a few
days.
"For white men it Is out of the
question. Navajo or. Pueblo Indians,
wiry though they are, could not stay
with the Job any time at all. The only
men who can make good are the
and Papagoes, who are used to
living in the fearful desert heat, Even
they give out after a while and not the
least serious aspect of the fight
against the Colorado river is the difficulty of securing labor."

St. Michael's College
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

-
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National League.
At Chicago
Chicago
4
Philadelphia
Batteries Rheulbach
and
Richie and Donovan.
Second game
Chicago
Philadelphia
Batteries Lundgren
and
Lush and Lonovan.
At Cincinnati

Pl-m- as

R. H. E.
5

2
4

0

1

3

Kling;
rt. H. E.
7 8
3 10

2
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Summer diarrhoea m Children.
During the hot weaiu r of the summer montus the first unnatural looseness of a child's bowels should have
Immediate attention, so as to check
the disease before it becomes serious.
All that lg necessary is a few doses
rf Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
Diarrhoea Remedy followed by a dose
of castor oil to cleanse the system.
Itev. M. O. Stockland, pastor of the
first M. E. churca, kittle Falls, Minn.,
writes: ' vVe have used Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
for several years and find it a very
valuable remedy, especially for summer disorders in children." Sold by all
druggists.

Any skin itching !s a temper tester.
The more you scratch the worse it
itches. Doan's Ointment cures piles,
eczema any skin Itching. At all drug
stores.

WllllaBis' Indian Pile
SDr.
Will cure Ullnd,
11
and Itching
Piles. It absorbs the tumors.
llays the Itching at once, acta
fla Doulllcn. elves Instant rn.
lief. Dr. Williams' Inillsn Pile Olnt- tnsnt
D.
lsnreDared for Piles and Itch.
Col.
K. B. Sellers, now In Canon
parts. Krery box Is
U Ing of the private
City, Colo, on a ousinesg trip. Is
warranted. Bv drinrcrlMts. hv nmll nn ra.
to return to Albuquerque toof price. M conts and SI.OO. WILLIAMS
eiANUMCTURING CO., i'rops.. Cleveland,
night, or early next week.
FOR SALE BY S. VANN & SON.
Dyspepsia Is our national aliment.
Burdock Blood Bitters is the national
cure for It. It strengthens stomach RAILROAD
TABLE
membranes, promotes flow of digestive
Juices, purifies the blood, builds you
(In effect July 1, 1906.)
up.
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Eastbound.
The new blacksmith shop for the J. No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:51
4
5 1
a. m., departs 8:25 a. m.
The Sells-Flotcircus is billed for Korber company, opposite the present
Brooklyn
6 10 1 Las Vegas September 12, and accord- city hall building, is being erected as No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:5
Batteries Ewing and Schleu;
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
as possible. Albuquerxfue
ing to Contracting Agent Perry of the rapidly
Stlrckiett, Ritter and Bergen. aggregation, the show will exhibit In pressed brick is being used in its
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Eks
game
Second
R. H. E. Alimquerque September 14.
press, arrives 6:45 p. m., depart!
1
5 0
Cincinnati
7:45 p. m.
Brooklyn
0 0 0
Westbound.
Batteries Weimer and Livingston;
"Express, arrives 7:14
No. 1, Callfon
Mclntyre and Bergen.
p. m., depsi
J: 15 p. m.
R. H.E.
At St. Louis
No. 8, Callfo. ja Limited, arrives
St, Louis
6 10 3
11:05 a. m., d, parts 11:25 a. m.
1 12 3
Boston
No. 7, Mexico it California Express
Batteries Hlgglns and Marshall;
arrives 12:05 p. m., departs
L
p. m.
Pfeffer and o'Nell.
iC L
tf'Vrs
rrrr'Vm
R. H.E.
At Pittsburg
8outhbound.
0 7 1
Yo. 27 El Paso train, departs at 12:35
Pittsburg
3 8 0
New York
p. m.
Batteries-Lync- h,
Philippl, Gibson
Local freight train, No. 99, south
.
Daily Press Reports by Marconi Wireless Telegraph Make
bound, departs at 6 a. m., and arries
and Phelps; McGinnity and Bower-manpassengers.
Its Commercial Value Indispensable as the Telephone
Arrives From South.
Ameriacn League.
No. 22, Mexico Express, arrives 7: J
Marconi
Six
Keep
Telegraph
Wireless
Wireless
to
Tragedy
Will
Stations
R. H. E.
At Boston
a. m.
Secret
fet. Ixmls
7 8 2
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
Be Established on Pacific Coast
2S.
London,
A
June
determined
effort
T.
5 7 4 Is being
lioston
No. 7 runs direct to Ban Francisco.
made by the Couriteas of Yarat a Cost of $60,000.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
Battries olade, Pelty and Spen- mouth, slater of Harry
Tbaw, to prevent
new
Thaw-Whtte
of the
cer; Harris and Carrigan.
tragedy reachWashington, July 16. At the Navy DeSan Francisco.
ing
her
mother,
by
Mrs.
partment contracts are being made for All trains dally.
Wlllluni Thaw,
At New York New
Wireless
Telegraphy,
before
of
arrival
the
the
wireless
telegraph
establishment
game postponed; wet grounds.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
of the steamship Minneapolis, which is stations on the Tactile Coast, the tlrst
equipped with the Marconi system, on to be at Cape Flattery. Viv others will
which
Mrs. Thaw sailed from New York be placed as soon as possible, und fcW.uuu
Western League.
At Omaha
will be spent in the ork.
R. H. E. last Saturday.
2
Omaha
4 9
Des Moines
'i 9 1
MARCONI WIRELESS JELEQRAPHY
Gonding;
Batteries Corns
and
now
Is
accepted
as a matter of dally
routine and Is earning money,
Miller and Dexttr.
every day, for Us lucky shareholders. commercial
Willi constantly Increasing revenues,
hew ...SANTA
At Lincoln
R. H.E.
Us phenomenal growth. The Marconi system has now
1
S 14
earning money, it Is in operation on more thau one huinirwl sixty- stations,
Pueblo
liners it has been officially adopted by twelve governments,
2
7
ajid Is being ex1
Lincoln
rapidly as Is physically possible.
Batteries .Vorgan and Kennlcker; tend.Theasclose
similarity
of
Invention
to
this
telephone
Is
the
recalled.
If Bell Effective December
McKay and Zinran.
Telephone stock was offered at the price It was sold to original
investors
It
City would be oversubscribed In a day. One hundred dollars so Invested
At Sioux City DenvtrSioux
years Eastbound.
Westbound
Increased to two hundred thousand dollars.
game postponed; wet grounds. Two ago
generation
Tills
missed
the
telephone opportunity, but Is taking advantage of the Marconi opportunity,
games tomorrow.
426.No.
Stations.
t he Investment appeals to ail classt-No. 425.
on account of its promliif.nl directors,
absence of bonds and preferred stock, which ofTer so many
manipuchances
for
lation and squeezing of smalt shareholders, and the paid-uAmerican Association.
and
3:00 am
Pueblo
11:05 pu
features of Its certificates.
At Kansas City
Telegraph,
Colo. Springs
The
Telephone
9:40pm
4:35am
and
Cable
business
proved
has
the safest and
3 most profitable
Kansas City
of all Investments.
No record of failure Is
Ar. Denver Lv.
7:30 am
7:00 pm
of In these
Toledo
J lines, while Immense and permanent dividends
are
Espa&ola
The 12:51pm
facts
1:26 pm
Marconi Wireless Telegraph does all that the wire and cable systems
At Minneapolis
do, and
11:00 am Lv. Santa Fe Ar. 3:30pm
what they cannot
ships at sea ami movlntf
Minneapolis
trains,
will
and
l also
eventuully be substituted for and do all the business of Its rivals combined.
3 : 00 p m
11 : 36 p m
Barranca
Indianapolis
0
The company's statement, rendered January si, Ji, show but twenty-nin- e
4:02 pm
Servllleta
10:29 pm
At Milwaukee
thousand shares left in the treasury. When tliesu are sold It will not be
10:00pm
Tres Pledras
4:32pm
difficult to llgure the profit to be made, III buying now, while comparatively
Milwaukee
3
Antonlto
6:45pm
8:10pm
Columbus
i
8:30 pm
Alamosa
6:40 am
ukee'
Second
MARCONI INSTALLMENT POOL
2:11pm
12:26pm
Embudo
3
Marconi Certificates have advanced in
Trains stop at Embudo for dinner
pu.t year to $T 00 each. As the
Columbus ....
exp.rim.ntal static is passed, we feel that the
they are cheaper, at this price, than where good meals are served.
At St. Paul
'."
the lower figure before success was assured.
liy a fortunate option, secured
St. Paul
by us bfore the last advance, we are enabled to offer
10
tli.se Certificates at
Connections.
We are now forming a pool, to consist
ixmisviiie
of one hundred
!!.'!!!.'!!!.'! 5 Ibujeaeh.
to take advantage of this opportunity, our option permits us to members
pay In
Antonlto,
for Durango, SUvertot
At
monthly Installments, and we are extending this privilege to each subscriber
Try a Citizen Want a- dand intermediate points.
We earnestly advise every man and woman, able to save a little cash each
month
to write us f.ir I'rospeetus, Terms and Information
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
the advantages
and prospects for making money that this pool offers.
intermediate points, via either the
state,
can
We
without
y
l.iT.re
fear
of
never
contradiction,
oppor-tunlthas
MOTT'S PENNYROYAL PILLS
standard gauge line via La veta Pas.
been offered to purchase shares, bv small that
monthly
payments.
In a
Invention, comparable- to Kdison
or the narrow gauge via Sallda, makand Hell TeleJ.itilit
THr y oirrrviK
Weskiiru.
una uu.u.i,,,,..,,,, ,
,
, phone, which have returned millions to those who had the foresight to buy ing the entire trip In daylight and
i.d L.i.i.u
f
when the pine was low. and which, shoirld our not unreasonable
prediction
pausing through the FAMOU8 ROYAL
Ii. n
Hirjr ..ii"Mrs hl,.,ua.
be realised, will return In illvid.-n.land advance In price during the installwylrltBf Wuinanh..ua. unjinrf u
period, an amount eiiual to the cot of the stock. W. sincerely believe GORCR Also for all points on the
ment
?lo.tm ill or iruu, and ImmI) Nii
kn.iwu nm-t1that, within a few years, an Investment In these securities, it the present low Creede branch.
r..r uineii
ual
thrill. Ctiinot do harm
life be- price, will enable the purchaser to live
without work, the balance
A. H. HARNEY, Traveling Freight
of
his life.
Address JJepartment "D."
bv mull. Mold
druKtfkla.
and Passenger Agent.
X0TI CHEMICAL bl
C0,lw..ll,u.
8. K. HOOPER. Q. P. A..
FOR SALE BY
WARD & CO., Brokers, Laughlin Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
.ANN & SON.
Denver. Colo.
R. H. E.

.
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Fllntkota Roofing

First and Marquette

Alfeoqaerqae, New Mexico

Pas-toriou-

STOP
VEGAS

to those who are anxious to have a
gas range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this
unique offer, good till August 20.

ii:5

PHYSICAL CULTURE DIRECTO- RPROCEEDS FROM EUCHRE
AND DANCE.

Ferdinand A. Barthols, secretary of
the Las Vegas Railway and Power
company, left Las Vegas to join his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. August Barthols at Colorado Springs.
He will
spend several weeks at that place and
at Denver before returning to Las Vegas.
At a recent meeting of the board of
directors of the Las Vegas Young
Men's Cnrlstlan association, a call to
the physical directorship was extended to Clarence Newl.y of Kansas City,
Mo. A letter has Just been received
irom Mr. Newby, accepting the call
and stating that lie expects to arrive
in Las Vegas September 2.
A little more than $45 was realized
as proceeds of the euchre and dance
given by the Women's Library board
at the Carnegie library, Las Vegas,
where the attendance was somewhat
limited owing to the counter attractions. Among the ladies who won the
euchre prizes were Mrs. Greenberger,
who captured high award, and Mrs.
Jake Stern, second. For fhe gentlemen C. W. G. Ward finished first,
Samuel Bacharach, second and Mr.
Oreenlerger, third.
A considerable party of homeseek-er- s
accompanied Ira G. Hazzard, who
returned to Las Vegas Thursday evening from a trip to Chicago and other
Illinois points. L H. Morley, brother
of Rev. R. A. Morley, and John E.
Knight, both capitalists of Fulton. 111.,
are associated with Mr. Hazzard in the
promotion of the Las Vegas grant
lands. These gentlemen came to spend
me time In that locality. Other
members of Hie prty, and prospective
bomeseekers are Dr. S. W. Miller of
Erie. III.; George Maxwell of Morris-m- ,
111.; Judge Wm. R. Chamberlain
of Chicago; Fred Colby of Crystal
Lake and his sister-in-law- ,
Mrs. Smith
I. Colby of Chicago. The entire party,
numbering sixteen, fipen
yesterday
driving over the lands on the mesa
eat of tuat city.

trans-Atlant-

10,(905
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The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.
CORNER 4th A NO GOLD

V

25-1-

D.5R.G.$ystem
FTbRANCII...

5

62-1-
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Detroit Jewel Ga Range No.
Terms, $5 cash and $4 a
month for four months.
Detroit jewel Gas Range, No.
$22.50.
Terms, $5 cash and $3.50 a
month for five months.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each purchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's subscription to one of the following magazines
The Dollneator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will fee closed after
Monday, August 20th.
$21.00.
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J. H. O'REILLY & CO.
LEADING DRUGGISTS'
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.

BOTH PHONES

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

well-know- n

do-re- ach

game-Milwa-

c.ini-erniii-

money-earnin-

g

t..

i

e

HwUoimey

Down Town Office 119 South Second Street

s

"I have been somewhat costive, but
Doan's Regulets gave Just the results
desired. They act mildiy and regulate
B.
the bowels perfectly."-GeorgKrause. 20G Walnut Ave., Altoona, Pa.

'

University Heights Improvement Co., Owners

made another roundup of alleged
smugglers. Members of the firm of
C. A. Ramirez & Co., and nearly ell
the officials of the company have been
placed under arrest and the officers
are hunting for others. Among those
now in jail are Clrilo A. Ramirez, the
millionaire broker and mining man,
who Is at the head of the firm; Man-ve- l
Ramirez, his brother, and Antonio
Ramirez, chief lerk. and Luis Banna
ing, cashier. All are prominent in
business circles.
Clrilo Ramirez was arrested on a
similar charge six years ago and was
paying a heavy fine at the
tijue also served three years in Belem
prison in Mexico. He Is well known
iu Southern Arizona and along the
lorder. Eduardo Ramirez, another
brother of Cinlo Ramirez and a
ber of the firm, is in Los Angeles.

LAS
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Albuquerque it going to grow, and grow fast, millions of dollars worth of improvements are being lined up and soon be under way. If you want to get in on the ground
floor buy some of these beautiful 50 foot lots in UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS at from $25.00 to $150.00 per lot Only $5.00 down $5.00 per month no interest
Call at Office for illustrated booklet, or free automobile ride to the property.

MORE RICH BhOKERS IN JAIL
ON CHARGE OF SMUGGLING
Mexican custom officials In Nogales

viOMESEEKERS
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Albuquerque Business Men
advertise in the Evening Citizen because it is the paper
the people of Albuquerque
read. x
&
&
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THE ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN
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AGRICULTURAL CONDITIONS
BETTER THAN LAST YEAR g

Published Daily and Weekly.
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The Citizen Publishing Company

W. 8. 8TRICKLER,

President.
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W. T. McCREIQHT,

Business Manager.

REPUBLICAN COMMITTEE MEETING
Headquarters Republican Territorial Central Committee,
Santa Fe. N. M., August 16. 1906.
A meeting of the members of the Territorial Repub-

lican Central Committee of New Mexico Is hereby called
to assemble at the Commercial Club In the city of
at 10 o'clock on the morning of Wednesday,
September 6, 1906, for the purpose of calling and setting
day for the meeting of the republican convention to
nominate a candidate for delegate to the Sixtieth
of the United States and to transact such other
business as may properly come before the meeting.
Proxies will not be recognized unless held by cltl-eof the same county of which the member who gives
the proxy is a resident.
'
Kvery member of the committee Is urgently re- -'
quested to be present In person, as matters of great
moment to the people of the territory and to the republican party will be discussed, considered and disposed of.
H. O. BURSUM, Chairman.
CHARLES V. SAFFORD, Secretary.
con-Cre-

ss

ns

FRENCH BANKING SYSTEM
Consul General Ingram, of Paris, makes a report
showing various points in which French bunking differs
from our own. For one thing, the French banks do not
do business for fun. They will take care of your money,
but so far from being anxious to do so gratuitously, they
of one 1 per
charge from
to
cent for bookkeeping and checking. On the other hand,
to one per cent on
however, they allow from one-ha- lf
the balance of active accounts.
Drafts on other cities are accepted, but the customer
per cent for
h
to
is charged from
collecting.
Efforts In this country to make a much
smaller charge have been vigorously resisted, and in
many cases with success.
It Is not a general custom in France to make payments by check, but In actual cash. The law requires
certain bills, such as those for taxes and rent, to be paid
in cash. The unpopularity of checks Is based ln part
on the fact that the banks are not required to demand
proof of Identity; they need only show that they were
not guilty of negligence. All checks on Paris banks bear
a stamp of ten centimes (two cents), s,nd on foreign
"banks twenty centimes. This also has a tendency to
discourage the uso of checks.
The Bank of France is the only Institution that can
issue circulating currency.
French banking doubtless suits the people of France,
but it would hardly be practicable In the United States,
rt makes the use of currency much more necessary than
with us.
th
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POLITICS OR SCIENCE
Maxwell's Talisman draws an interesting comparison between the construction of the Croton reservoir for
New York city, under political influence, and the construction of reservoirs in the reclamation service, under
scientific direction.
It says that the Croton dam in New York Is undoubtedly a magnificent piece of engineering. Yet, with
a storage capacity of only 4,000 million gallons, it cost
,' 7,600.0u0, or $1,900 per cubic foot of storage. Com- . i. . v. v . .
.
r . .j .
ia i u lino uku iuc
hv iha reclamation service under the sunervl- Newell.
, slon of Chief Engineer
The Roosevelt dam, Arizona, with a capacity of 61,- 000 million gallons, cost i3,8&o,uuo, or xba.iu per cuoic
foot of storage; the Pathfinder dam In Wyoming, capacity 43,560 million gallons, cost $1,000,000, or 122.95
per cubic foot of storage; the Shoshone dam, capacity
20,000 million gallons, coBt $1,000,000, or $30.35 per cubic
foot of storage.
Jt must be remembered, too, that the Croton dam
i was built in the very center of the most perfect facilities
in the waj of procuring materials and labor; while the
three irrigation dams were built in isolated localities to
which almost everything except' stone had to be transported from long distances and at enormous cost. Who
will say, in the face of these figures, that the reclamation
vnrl, ctinnM ha in tho hanita nf n nnlittrAl hnflrrl. nu urffert
y certain wextern senators, instead in the present expert hands?

ritl

.

Colorado is one of the few
Trinidad Advertiser:
states In the Union where women have the right to
vote, and, if all reports are true, the elections in this
state are as corrupt, if not more so, than in any other
state. We do not attribute this to the fact that women
enjoy the right of suffrage, but there is no doubt but
what a large part of the corruption and dishonesty practiced at elections is due to the fact that the better class
of women do not take the Interest in politics they should.
With women, as it is with men in politics, if the belter
class do not take an active Interest In such matters, elections will be managed and controlled by the other class.
It is a regrettable fact that, now women have the right
to vote, there are many of the better class who do not
go to the polls at all. While this Is true, it Is also true
that not one of the lower class of women falls to vote.
.

"

Ix-- t
us take a brief glance at our agricultural situation, the chief basis of present hopefulness. We are
praHically sure of large wheat, corn and ration crops.
The two former are promised bumper yields, and the
cotton crop may pass the record If the remainder of the
year the value of these
season proves favorable.
three crops on the farm were, wheat $518,otMi.(to, corn
$1,116,000,000, cotton $575,0110,0(10, a total of $J.2n9.(Ki0,-00d
of all the products of agriculor nearly
ture in the country, which amounted to $6,415,000,000.
This year the yield of wheat Is calculated at 722.M,Oim
btiBhels, or'30,000,000 more than last year; the yield of
corn 2,713,000,000 bushels, or 6,000,000 In excess of last
year's bumper crop; while the cotton crop Is estimated
at not less than 12,000,000 bales, or 1,3M),000 bales more
than last year; the oats crop will also show a material
Increase.
Some estimates have, In consequence, been made
that this year's crops will reach an aggregate value of
$7,000,000,000. Such figures are probably excessive; for,
while the yield of 1906 Is very large, prices to the farmer
will average less than a year ago, and the hay and fruit
Nevertheless, the
crops have not been satisfactory.
accretion of wealth by our farmers this year will undoubtedly be unprecedented, and considerably greater
than In 1905. There must also have been a large addition
to our production of mineral wealth, which last year was
valued at $1,289,000,000. If to this we add the Increased
products of our mills and factories, which have been extraordinarily active, a fair idea of the growth of wealth
during the year can be had. The total wealth of our
farms, mines and manufactures produced In 1905 was
estimated as follows:
$ 6,415,000,000
Agricultural products
;
1,289,000,000
Mineral products
16,000,000,000
Mnaufactures

Las Vegas Optic: A considerable party of
accompanied Ira O. Haazard, who relumed to
Las VegaB yesterday evening from a trip to Chicago and
other Illinois points. L. H. Morley. brother of Rev. R. A.
Morley of this city, and John E. Knight, both capi'alists
of Fulton, III., are associated with Mr. Hazzanl in the
Vegas grant lands. These gentlepromotion of the
men came to spend some time in this locality. Other
members of the party and prospective homeseekers aie
lir. S. W. Miller of Erie, III.; George Maxwell of Morrison, 111.; Judge William R. Chamberlain of Chicago. Fred
Colby of Crystal Iake and his sister-in-lai.rs. Smith
P. Colby of Chicago. The entire party, numbering sixteen, spent today driving over the lands on tin? nu-seast of the city.
home-seeke-

rs

this Issue The Citizen reproduo-Elsewhere
from the Tombstone Prospector a statement that John
Hauley, a well known gardener of that place, raised the
premium tomatoes of Arizona. His sample lot had an
average weight of over one pound each, one of them
weighing one pound and a quarter. Now these may be
M.
big tomatoes for Arizona, but not for New Mexico.
M .Dili cher, city circulator
for The Evening Citizen,
raised in his garden tomatoes one of which weighed two
pounds and measured seventeen incites armind. None
of his big ones ran less than a pound each, while a
jxiund and a half was a fair sample.
,
In

rain,"

$23,704,Oou,000

EVENING CITIZEN.

Wlhiere To
Conception church-Mas- ses,
o'clock; evening
service and sermon, 7:30 p. m.
O
Christian Science Services Sunday
morning at. 11 o'clock at the Woman's
club rooms. Commercial Club building,
corner of Fourth and Gidd avenue.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY

Immaculate
5,

7,

S:3il

A Word to Mothers

O

St. John's Episcopal Church (Corner Fourth strett and Silver avenue).
Holy Communion, 7:30 a. rn.; Sunday
school. io a. m.; morning prayer service, 11 a. m.; evening prayer service, 8 p. m. A. fl. Harrison, rector.
There
Temperance Mass Meeting
a mass meeting of all temperance workers'of the city at the Presbyterian church Monday evening, August 27, at 7:3. for the purpose of orLeague.
ganizing a local

Our idea of success is to give each purchaser of Boys'
and Children's Clothing such careful attention and
conscientious service that her full satisfaction will
merit continued patronage.

will be

Anti-Saloo-

St. Paul's Lutheran Church (Corner of Sixth street and Silver avenue.)
Ernest Moser, pastor. Sunday school
at 9:30 a. m. German service and
English service
sermon at 11 a. m.
and aermrfn at 8 p. m. Everybody is
cordially invited.
Highland Methodist Church (Located at 312 South Arno street). J.
M. Rollle
natnr. Sundav school at
9:45 a. m., J. I. Emmons, superintend
ent. Preaching by the pastor at 11
a. m. and at 8 p. m. Senior Epworth
league at 7 p. m., led by Miss Phoebe
Dickinson. Strangers made welcome.

,

Our idea of what the best Juvenile Clothing
should be is expressed in the extensive line of suits
and overcoats tor small and larger boys, ranging in age from 2. to 17 years. The
garments will speak for the correctness of our standard if you will come and see
them, and the courtesy and attention you receive will win your approval of our
methods. You will be welcome at our store always.

IXiMsoon

Fine Clothing and
Furnishings

one-thir-

1

Longshoremen
Stevedores
Watchmen and policemen
Hoalnien ami sailors
Pilot

st

Carriage and hack drivers
Blacksmiths
Railway baggagemen
Brakeiiieu
Conductors
Swilclimeu and yardmen
diip carpenters
Masons

M. MAMBEILH.

ig

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

;l
879
154
5
43
I'.tii
10

,'tl
7

2'i
',

107
126

and

petitors.
First. We are in our
own building don't pay
$300 a month rent.
Second. We buy entirely in car lots lowest
prices; biggest discounts.
Third. We pay cash
every invoice coming
into our store for the past
ten years has been discounted.

Fourth.
business for the past
and how to buy.

noon
fWW
twenty-fiv- e

years

ri

AAA

We have
111V

lUlllllUiW

understand it in every

O. W. STRONG'S SONS

detail-wh- ere

FURNITURE, CARPETS
DRAPERIES.

BED

The man who has a SUMMER RESORTS AND HOTELS

savings account mounts

o

the ladder of success round by
round. There is satisfaction in seeing a bank account grow steadily
and surely. A wise man does not
care to risk the feat of scaling the
ladder of success at one leap; it's;
too perilous.
A majority ot the bank accounts,
that have grown to bo large, have
started small. A few dollars put
Into the bank is an important step
it's the Btart up the ladder of
success. Don't get in a hurry, but
start now, and save what you can.
The first step is the hardest to
make. Each one after that comes
easier and is more Important.
Start today and keep going up,

THE BANK OF
ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW

MEXICO

We Keep It Up
We keep the quality ot our bread
up to the highest.
by using;

Faytvood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.
RELIEVES PAIN.

Hot
I

This

CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES IwDNEY AILMENTS.

Springs

CURES DIABETES.
CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.
ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,

FIRST

Sea Santa Fe Agent for round
good for thirty daya.

I New Mexico

trip rates,

is possible

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,

0

UP THE SYSTEM.

BUILDS

COMMERCE

59

A. C. BILICKE AND JNO. 8. MITCHELL INVITE THEIR FRIENDS
MAKE NEW MEXICO HEADQUARTERS AT THE

TO

HOLLENBECK HOTEL
Los Angeles, Calif.

not only in mixing and baking, but
also in taking care of and selling Your friendship and patronage la appreciated. Courtesy and attention to
guest is a pleasure to us.
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread. HOLLENBECK HOTEL AND CAFE BETTER THAN EVER. LOCATION

PIONEER BAKERY,

CONVENIENT AND DESIRABLE.

207 SOUTH riRMT STREET.

New Mexico people spending the Summer on the beaches are welcome to
feel at home in our hotel when visiting Los Angeles.

P.MATTEUCCI

DEPOT AND BEACH LINE CARS STOP AT THE HOLLENBECK DOOR.

DEALER IN
Metal Market.
New York. Aug. L'5.
ytilei ; unchanged.

lad

Men's, Women's and Children's Fine Shoes

ami

Stock Market.
Aug. 25. Closing quotations; Atchison, lot7; Atcnison
preferred. 101: New York Central,
1431: Pennsylvania, 14:.M,j; Southern
Paeilic. US'-Union rarihY, 1S8H:
I'nittn Paeilic preferred, H5; Copper,
Steel, 47"n; Steel pref. rred,
108's.
New

York,

j;

llo;

Plumbers and titters
Fishermen am! oystermun
l,8of
Grain and Provision.
Miners and quairynien
1.370
4'uicago, 111., Aug. 25. Closing quoAuthors and scientists
2.Klt
tations:
Wheat-Se- pt..
And 1.320 women as "guides, trappers, hunters and
Dec,
713ift7Hz;
74 U.
scouts."
Com Sept., 4S'i: Dec, 43rv
These last are amazing trades for wives and mothOats Sept . L'lfaO'i; Dec, 304.
ers, surely; and probably are pursued by those yet unPork Sept., $17. On; Jan. $13.57-j- .
married or whose children are grown; but they serve as
Lard Sept., t8.77s; Oct., $8.85.
a startling Index to the latitude of professions now open
hibs Set., $S.S5's; Oct., fX.t',r,(ii

First Class Repairing a Specialty
All Work Guaranteed

No.

103 North

rirtt

Strmmt

.

THE BEST IN TOWN

mm

Per Gallon

Adams

&

Dilgard

Mil!

the
El. I'aso Times, there ate more bridges washed away,
more trains tied up by washouts, more miles of track
destroyed by wat"i more houses washed away and more
people, drowned by cloudbursts than anywhere else. Hut
things out here are paradoxical till around.' We get
ut of the
water off the mountains and dig; firewood
ground: the rats live in the trees (when tln'V can find to women.
S.tlT'a.
They share widely in the arts, stand high in many
the tree) anil squirrels live in the ground; fat men
A Citizen Want ad does the work.
'
grow lean and lean men grow fat. Hut "it never tains
lines of science, enter all professions ami are making
their mark in business everywhere.
but It pours.
Our Specialty
Alhutju?rtttie to Embalming Is
Many honest critics and observers, including workJamvg f rr)
(
rrA
in
Accordiug to the Phoenix Republican, from the vari- men themselves, in all grades, show an increasing reIn Cor. Fifth Street and Railroad Ave.
tcpf Suml. ri
ous county assessments now in the hands of the terri- sentment of what they call "female competition," and
gurc mt
Colo, phone, Black. 298.
Auto., 152.'
argufor
taxation
who
do
many
valuation
not
Arizona
accept
of
torial auditor, the total
that fallacious economic
Horn
Amlrr
will be $58,(K,000, or fully $10,ooo.OOO more than last ment fear the effect of such occupations on the keystone
Hmirk
eru' fcf
A
Citizen
ClasfclfU'il
t.d is a good
et, 2 I H fauJ Id
of our physical progress motherhood.
tar.
vestment.
Attnuv.
In tins, arid country where '"it never

Clothing;

Furnishings

Why we can sell you
cheaper than our com-

13

84

Fine

Good Reasons

Hatch-Comstoc-

1

or

First Presbyterian Church (Corner
Fifth street and Silver avenue).)
SerRev. Hugh A. Cooper, pastor.
vices at 11 a. m. and 8 p. m. Morning
Indestructable
"The
theme,
Book How Much Is It Worth?" This
will be the third sermon in the series on the Bible. In the evening the
congregation of the First Methodist
churcTi will worship with us. Rev.
Rollins will preach. Young People's
meeting, 7 p. m. Sabbath school at
9:45 a. m. A cordial welcome to the
public.

Hatch-Comstoc-

'.

1906.

Fall Opening of Boys' and Youth's Clothing

CK

W'oodchoppers
Civil engineers and surveyors

25,

Worship

per cent addition to this amount, which Is
certainly the year's minimum, would equal over $1,185,-000,0a pretty good amount of growth even for a
nation of surprises like the United States. This increase
of wealth means good employment and good wages for
labor, good trade for the merchant, busy times for the
mills and continued pressure of traffic on the railroads.
One prominent traffic manager has said after careful
calculations that the present harvest prospects alone
First Methodist Episcopal Church-R- ev.
mean an Increase of 15 per cent in tonnage over last
J. C. Rollins, I). D., pastor. The
year, corn and cotton promising to be the chief articles Sunday school meets promptly at 9:45.
Morning worship at 11. with sermon
of increase for the railroads. Henry Clews.
by the pastor, "The Unseen Forces
About Us." Mr. Thomas Hall will
0000XXXXCOCKXXXXXX0XXXX00
sing "Prayer," by Tostl. The Epworth
League meetB at. 7 o'clock. Subject
HOW MRS. SAGE MAY
tonight, "Filling the House of God."
USE HER MILLIONS
Evening service, a union service with
the Presbyterian congregation, in the
Presbyterian church, at 8 o'clock. Mr.
Subject. 'How
An eastern publication has secured a symposium on Rollins will preach.
One Man Lost His Opportunity."
what Mrs. Sage should do with the millions left for her Strangers
cordially
to
disposal. The writers are men and women distinguished all services.are The churchwelcomed
is located
in the fields of education and philanthropy, who have on the corner of Lead avenue and
constantly on tap a varied assortment of good advice South Third street.
applicable to any subject and who have a willing hand
Baptist and Congregational Churchheld out for donations to their hobbles.
es
The services of Sunday will be
one
thought
seem,
of
None of them
however, to have
the last of the union services for the
field for the expenditure of her wealth that would result vacation season. Morning at 11 o'clock
in vast benefit to the citizenship of her own city. Save, topic of sermon, "Tell Jesus About the
also, for the work accomplished by Mr. Jacob Riis, it Is Past and Make a New Start," Rev. J.
W. Barron. Young people's societies
new ground for larger philanthropy.
If Mrs. Sage would go with her millions into the of the two churches at 7 p. m.; evenslums of New York she .would find there the best pos- ing service at 8 o'clock. Rev. J. W.
Barron will preach. A cordial Invitasible use for all of them. The most prolific breeders of tion
to all.
vice are dirt and darkness.
Per contra, there is no
Morning Service.
greater Incentive to decency and no stronger moral' up- Prelude ''March Rellgluse'
....
lift than cleanliness, pure air and abundant light.
(Gullmont)
"Sweet Is Thy Mercy" ....
. A feeling of respectability and a desire for better ALt hem
(Sir Joseph Barnhy)
things comes with an attractive home. It brings, too, a
sense of responsibility to oneself and to the state. In Offertory "Prayer".. . . (Ie Malgre)
fact, it arouses all those sentiments whose total absence Solo "By the Waters of Babylon". . .
....
..(Chas. T. Howell)
from the poorest sections of a great city, make those
Mrs. Roy McDonald.
sections the niost serious menace to the country's future. Postlnde "Marc'he Solemnelle"
Good citizens can not be made of those who live in
(Ch. Gounod)
the city slums while left in their filth. Independence
Evening Service.
"I)e Hohengrin" .(Wagner)
can not be devolped from poverty in such surroundings. Prelud
Indeed, of all the problems this country must solve, none Anthem "Hark, Hark, My Soul"...,.
(Harry Rowe Shelley)
are so taxing nor so serious as this.
Ed Hale, Soloist.
The cleaning out of the worst of the slum sections PostludeMrs."Triumphal
March"
of New York by replacing the present buildings with
(M. Costa)
flats and apartment houses modeled after (hose recently Mrs. Rosa Futrelle-GldeoOrganist.
In
more
would
do
Pails
built
than all else to solve this
problem. Even the poorest sweatshop worker could then
get a clean, airy, pretty room for less than he or she FUNERAL OF MRS. MAMIE
now pays for squalid, dingy, degrading quarters.
HATCH-COMSTOIt only needs money to work the change; money that
asks as a dividend merely enough to provide perpetual
maintenance. It Is In this way a charity that would be
both
The Evening Citizen', yesterday afand elevating in that it would pay a
'
ternoon, announced tne death of Mrs.
small profit and would not be a gift.
daughter of
Millions upon millions have been given by the rich Mamie
of the United States for colleges, libraries, hospitals, Mr. and Mrs. A. Hatch, aft,er an illness of only a few days.
public halls or art Institutes and similar public instituThe funeral of the deceased will
tions that feed the needs of the middle, classes. But al- occur tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30
most nothing has yet been done for the pitiably poor; o'clock, from the residence of the beto relieve crime breeding poverty and to bring pure air, reaved parents, No. 218 South Walter
clean surroundings, health, hope und ambition to those street, Hev. Sollie, pastor of the
Highland Methodist church, officiating.
who live In the degredation of the city slums.
Mrs. Sage has this opportunity.
The News Tribune Burial win take place in Fairvlew
cemetery,
Undertaker Strong In
offers It to her free of copyright, and can afford to be charge.
All friends of the family lire
thus unselfish in the suggestion that she spend her entire invited to
atttnd these services.
fortune in her own city, because Duluth has no slums
Mrs. Mantle
who
and no citizenship that so needs to be helped to help In life was the very personification of
tself. Ditltith News Tribune.
perfect health, thus suddenly taken y
death out of this world and from fond
parents, and her little daughter, was
WOMEN EARNING THEIR OWN LIVING.
born in Beatrice, Ntb., June 8, 1880,
It has been recently estimated that
of the and came to this city with her brwomen In lie United States exclusive of farmers' wives ents in ISM. She was a graduate. of
are earning their own living. Some statistics gathered the New Mexico University, and was
from the last census showed women engaged In such oc- a fine musician. To the bereaved
parents, w..o are among the. pioneers
cupations as thesu:
of the in w town, The Eveuing Citizen
Stock raisers and drovers
1,947
extends its condolence.
Lumbermen
loo
A five
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Funeral Directors

r

'mi

$X.50
Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city
-

-

-

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY FARM
Red
Colo.

92.

P. M. DAVIS
Agent For

o

The Mills Novelty Company

i

All kinds of coin machines sold cr placed on commission. Amuse- nient nickel and penny machines, trade vroducers, money machines;
large profits on small Investments, investigation invited.
PENNY PARLOR, 216
South Second Street, Albuquerque, N. M.

'
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C. T.

TEACHER S INSTITUTE AND

EDITOR

PUBLIC SCHOOLS

27--Progra-

m

ON

ARTICLE

CLARK'S

E

ARTICLE
Tell of Socorro and the

Re-

cent Earthquakes
Mayor Bursum

Institute Opens in High School Building
Monday, August
the Different Days.

E. A.

For

Of Town By Borlncjf Tunnel Into
Mountains and Opening
Up

seat of Jackson county, and expects
to return to New Mexico about the
middle of October, accompanied by
his family. The position of states attorney Is about the same as district
attorney In New Mexico. This position
Mr. Venable has had the honor of
holding in Jackson county six years,
having been first elected to the office
In 1900. which was Just one year after
he began the practice of law and four
years after he was admitted to the
e
law
bar. Mr Venable Is a
a
yer, having never attended
law
school. He resigns his position in 1llonls with great reluctance, and would
not come to New Mexico were it not
with hopes that the change of cHms e
would be beneficial to Mrs. Venable.
Judge AblKitt found I:
, The fact that
necessary to go out of New Mexico
to secure a clerk of the court here Is,
hi the opinion of many of our citizens,
a very strong argument for statehood
of any kind. The gentlemen here who
ere applicants for this office were
considered not only competent, but
are Identified with the upbuilding of
the territory and are thoroughly con
versant with the procedure of our
courts.

Springs.

Friday.
9 a. m. "History of New Mexico,"
Principal J. A. Miller. "The Control
of the Incorrigible," Governor E. S.
Stover. "Nature Study as a Means of
Inspiration to-- Advanced Schooling."
Dr. W. O. Tight. Reading, selected,!
Professor J. H. Crum.
PROGRAM FOR THE
1:30 p. ni. "Round Table With
TEACHERS' INSTITUTE. Ward Principals," Superintendent J.
E. Clark.
Monday.
9 a. tn. "Educational Progress," Superintendent J. B- Clark. "History of CONCERNING THE OPENING
New Mexico," Principal J. A. Miller.
OF THE, PUBLIC SCHOOLS
"Penmanship in Our Public Schools,"
The work In the public schools will
supervisor
of
Miss Kmtna Woodman,
begin Tuesday, September 4. All pudrawing and penmanship, city schools. pils are urged to report the first day
"Discipline, Correction and Punish- with necessary books for the work.
ment," Superintendent J. E. Clark. ' All book sellers are supplied with
1:M p. m. "Round Table With book lists for all grades. The pupils
First Grade Teachers," Superintend- mny call any day and secure the texts.
ent J. E. Clark,
If all wait until the last day before
3:30 p. m. "Round Table With Sec- school begins there will be many misond Grade Teachers," Superintendent takes made in supplying the texts.
J. E. Clark.
The following pupils will call at the
Tuesday.
office of the superintendent of schools
9 a m. "Simnliflfirt Snalline." Su
perintendent J. E. Clark. "History of in the Central building9 Saturday
New Mexico," Principal J. A. Miller. morning, September 1, at o'clock: ,
1. All pupils who are entering these
"Drawing; Its Value and Practical Development," Miss Emma Woodman, schools for the first time except the
supervisor of drawing. "Simplified beginners In the first grade.
2.
All pupils who were In these
Spelling, II.," Superintendent J. E.
schools last year, but for some reason
Clark.
1:30 p. m. "Round Table With failed to receive an assignment card,
conditional promotion card or promoThird Grade Teachers," Superintendtion card to some grade for this year.
ent .1. E. Clark.
3. All pupils who are In doubt about
3:30 p. m. "Round Table Wilu
their classification in the grades or in
Fourth Grade Teachers," Superintendthe high school.
ent J. E. Clark.
4.
Pupils entering these schools
Wednesday.
9 n. m.
"School Management," Su- from private or parochial" schools will
perintendent J. E. Clark. "History of report for examination on this date.
5. Pupils coming to us from public
Now Mexico," Principal .1. A. Miller.
"Tuberculosis Its Relation to Our schools with no regular promotion
Schools," Dr. W. G. Hope. "Rambles cards or certificates will report for ex
Note amination at the same time,
Through
a Superintendent's
Pupils entering from standard pub- Hook," Superintendent J. E. Clark.
1:30 p. m. "Round Table With lie scnoois wun regular promotion or
Superintend- assignment cards will lie admitted
Fifth Grade Teachers,"
without examination.
ent J. E. Clark.
Little children entering the first
3:30 p. m. "Round Table With
Sixth Grade Teachers," Superintend- grades will not report at the superintendent's office, but will go directly
ent J. C. Clark.
!to their ward buildings and report to
Thursday.
the principals on Tuesday morning,
9 a. m. "Fogytsm," Superintendent
J. E. Clark. "History of New Mexico," September 4. It Is advisable that
Principal J. A. Miller. "The School these children enter the first day of
Lands of Our Territory," Prof. D. M. Ifchool. None will be accepted after
Richards, department of history. Uni- a very, few days.
The principals and teachers are Inversity of New Mexico. "The Juvenile
Court," Professor C. E. Hodgin, de- structed to accept no pupils living out
partment of pedagogy, University of side of their wards, except those who
are
and those specified
New Mexico.
1:30 p. m. "Round Table With Sev- In The Evening Citizen August 23.
All people who would like to furenth and Eighth Orade Teachers,"
nish board or room for teachers will
Superintendent J. E. Clark.
Table With please send name, address, and brief
3:30 p. m.
High School Teachers," Principal J. A. statement of accommodations to the
superintendent at once.
Miller.

Yesterday afternoon, too late for
imhlic.ation, Prof. J. E. Clark, superintendent of tha public schools, handed In the program for the Teachers'
Institute, which opens In this city,
Monday, also an article on the public
schoolu, which follows:
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CATRON

AGAINST

la by all odds the most conspl
furniture In your
dining room; hence, It should
combine the
; Artlttlo With the Useful.
You il experience a feeling of
afteraction when you act t
hostess If your table is
(rood
one. Be it
Motfern er Colonial"'
In
Quartered,
Oolden ' of
Wheathered Oak, we are confident you'll find our prices for
"quality furniture nearly as
cheap an you'll pay elsewhere)
for the commonplace.
ttoua piece of

Made Historical Address to
Lawyers But 'Jsed His
Hammer In Conclusion.

I

i

THE

.

CLOUDCROFT

MEETING

'

Messrs. Chlldcrs and McMllIcn
Return and Tell of Pleasant

TA"

Gathering.
Attorneys

FIVE

THE DINING TABLE

JOINUTATEHOOD

self-mad-

HAS DOUBLED WATER SUPPLY

SCHOOLS

EVENING CITIZEN.

THERE ARE DIFFERENT GRADES
at different prices, but each is as good furniture as
can be built in its respective line.

and A.

W.
Mr. C. T. Brown, of Socorro, one
Childers
of the niost widely known mining enB. McMillen returned last night on the
gineers and mine experts in the southNo. 1 passenger train, via Kennedy,
west, and E. A. Drake, editor of the
from attending
the regular annual
Socorro Chieftain, arrived In the city
meeting of the New Mexico Territorial
this morning on their way to Los An
liar association at Cloudcroft.
geles, ana favored The Citizen with a
In conversation with the gentlemen
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learned that Grand Chancellor Julius that
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tween these two bars.
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Uhlfelder of the Knights of Pythias riving there about 9 o'clock.
Hon. Thos. B. Catron, of Santa Fe,
Col. William Berger made the
lodges of New Mexico, was In Socorro
welcome to those attending, delivered an address upon the past,
yesterday for the purpose of paying D. A. ofMacpherson
of this city, re- future and present conditions of New
the Socorro lodge an official visit. sponding to Col. Berger's
Mexico. Tho historical part of his adGrand Chancellor Uhlfelder and twen. a few well chosen words. address in dress was very interesting.
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STEEL BALL BEARINGS, NONE
ball room on
second floor. The the discussion of the subject before
Asked concerning the improvement ball room was thebeautifully
decorated the meeting was out of order. W. B.
BETTER OR PRICES COMPARE
now In progress at Socorro under for the occasion with evergreens
and Childers of this city was called upon
Mayor Uursum's direction, Messrs. streamers.
to answer Mr. Catron. He declined to
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Sergeant J. H. Mcllughes of Santa
Finds Lost Child.
Fe won the Hagermau cup with a
NEW
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DISTRICT
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Kennedy
Marshal
score of H!2 out of 2m and the follow- tailed to
For prices on fixtures and house-wireining men, all from Santa Fe. made Broadway the vicinity of 3Uo North
night
to
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the next highest scores: Vlerra, 154; child, the parents having become
Estimates cheerfully furnished on Lighting,
JOHN VENABLE
Mcl'iillin, 151; Abbott. 147; Reed. 141. alarmed
when their
Company A. I.as Cruces, was second daughter
Power and Pumping Plants.
failed to appear at bedtime.
in all contests but one and Troop A,
Officer Kennedy, with real
SherRESIGNS POSITION OF STATE'S
East liis Vegas, third. The following lock
reasoning, considered
ATTORNEY IN ILLINOIS TO
The telephone
The telephone preserves your
are the scores in the totals; Company what Holmes
makes the
he might have done when 5
COME TO NEW MEXICO.
K. ".LI out of I.imhi; Company A. ."tin;
years old and went on a still hunt for
health, prolongs your life and
duties lighter, the cares less,
Troop A. 4t"; Company E, 2i',.
Alter returning to the chy iat
the child at the different neighbor's
protect your home.
nd the worries fewer.
houses, having deducted the theory night from appointing jurors at Los
from the facts obtainable
that he I. Unas for Valencia county, Judge Abwould have gone to sleep alout bed- bott announced the name of the sucHORSE TRADER SELLS
IN YOUR
HOME
YOU NEED A TELEPHONE
time. That this line of reasoning was cessor to Cant. W. E. Dame as clerk
wa-correct
made apparent a few mo- of the Second district court. The new
ANIMAL TO TWO MEN ments later when the officer found the clerk is John Venable, siate's attorney
chibl peacefully sleeping beneath a for Jackson county, Illinois, and Mr.
neigtilmr's led.
216'.. South Second Street. Phone Auto. 557
Venable arrived in the city yesterday
to confer with Judge Abbott with refAND ONE IS ACCUSED OF STEALALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
erence to taking up the duties of his
ING HOW
MATTER
WAS
MISS LEfGHTG N'S CONCERT new office.
FINALLY SETTLED IN
Finest Whiskies
To a representative of The Evening
COURT.
Citizen Mr. Venable said:
At tlie benefit to
Miss
will take tip the duties of the ofBecause a horse trader sold the
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
Sunday evening, at the Casino, there fice about the middle of October. The
same animal to two parties. Jn.--e
BARNETT,
Prop'r.
JOSEPH
will
appear:
The Albuqu. rque Man- morning paper was mistaken about
Jiajal of Aluniuda, . wa-In Justic e
Craig's court yesterday, charged wi'll dolin Orchestra. Chas. A. Wright, di- tne being uu applicant for the position.
SAMPLE AND C'
horse s'ealing. Owen Pollard who rector; Mrs. Elsie lie Wolf, harp, and
Avenue
Railroad
am coming to New Mexico purely
West
CLUB. ROOMS p
a
nutnlr of other members of the for the benefit of Mrs. Venable's
ing the
works at the lumber mills.
club. Joe Scottl; John Emorv
complaining wiiness.
She and my little boy and girl
213 WEST RAILROAD AVE.
on
Unjo; . siiha o ii.ron; health.
the
INdlard alleged he purchased
were here for eleven months last year,
Sisiers; Master Hebhr and and I was here for a short time with
horse and turned it into pasture; tbut
&
Also,
Mr. hevlne's
band. them. It was then that
Carahajal appeared later and took the other.
met Judge
li is Tickets on sale at stores.
hors away, and consequently
Abbott, and was a.ske,) if I would
charges against the latter, ('ata .ajal
J INK KINK OK
coining to N'W Mexico. Later
lil'TTKU NUT
Hot weather Is here too warm to wash and iron. Send yoor
A NEW SHOW EVERY WEEK.
produced the man In court from whom
Judge Abbott asked me for references.
IJWEAI)
"!.;rt Waists and White Dresses to us. We will laundry them cor-- .
CAKKS
he had
I would like to launch on the, duties
the horse and was
.
y and will deliver them to you In a nice box they will not be
Immediately discharged from cutud.
Manager Davis, of the Penny Par- of the office at once, but I feel duty
Always on Hand.
Better Than Horrte-Madi niHhed or wrinkled.
Domestic or gloss finish.
the mailer finally liein settled upon lor, 2 6 3 South Second street, an- bound to do the work of sta'e's atthe energetic horse trader's agleetneii' nounces a change of program, new torney of Jackson ci.unty over the fall
back of Postofflce.
lo furnish Pollard with another ani- pictures and new songs every Satur- term of court."
Call the Red Wagons.
All City and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to
mal equally as good as th- - one sold day morning. A wholi show for a
Auto., 319; Colo, Red 143.
Mr. Venable leaves tonight on hit
t'arabaji)!.
penny.
W'OZ
retv.n to Murph)boro, tr,e coun'y
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planned. There were a few new
nics, so she turned the old black serge the front are unbroken giving the been
added, a numlrr or new
"'
skirt, rebound It with new braid and effect of a panel. The top fits smooth- shirtwaists
and collars made by her own
finished with a new belt. It was now ly, the hack lolng disposed of by an In- stocks
hands, some pretty girdles both in
rather short, but still suitable fur this verted
If liked better, this linen
silk, and n leather one
jiurjKise, and when she returns, she costume could be made from chiffon which and
she bought. For her long gloves
will convert It with some rurflea Into mohair, which has such wearing qualshe embroidered a few bracelet tops,
a warm winter petticoat. Two of the ities for business
and traveling.
mado a few fancy handkerchief and
shirtwaists, with a little mending
The girl decided as a best dress silk ties nn today with a lot or little
were still good; but one had to have for dinner and evening wear to have perfume bags they are waiting
to
Its collar and neck cut out and tho a foulard In dark blue with a dainty start on their career
cuffs discarded, while out. of the front white pattern. Tho becoming waist the first or Kejttember. ofLet us hope on
the
of tho fourth she made tho yoke and was cut with a jilastron front that girl will enjoy
their use and all other
high collar and band cuffs. The rest uuttons over to the left side In double' things to the fullest.
of the pieces she folded up to take In Dreatited style and was trimmed with
CATHERINE M ANN PAVZANT.
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Special Correspondence.
Pittsburg society lias faKen to ballooning, and Mrs. Vary Prtntice Miller, w ho nas nerve as w ell as "good
looks and who Is the wire of Major
Chas. J. S. Miller, made an ascent in'
an airsulj) and was not frightened.
She says the sensation was exhiler- -

THE FLOATING

alms and alio belkves sky ;rips are
to liecome poJU!r. Of course the machinery got out of whack, k generally does, but she kept her nerve and
enjoyed her sail.
Some day she 13 going to try It
a,?ain. Just now she is known as 'that
brave Mrs. Miller."

HOSPITAL

IS

BOSTON'S NOBLEST CHARITY
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TIIB CLIFFORD, BOSTON'S FLOATING HOSPITAU
l
"
Special Correspondence:
Here Is a sample case: One day a
Mass.,
Boston,
Aug. 24. Boston's mother brought a babe which seemed
most notable summer charity beyond jto te dying. At the end of the trip
ail doubt, is Its floating hosp.tal. that
iff hST
has saved hundreds of little lives dur- - there was no doubt that It
would die!
ng the twenty-threyears of its ex-s- o
it was speedily determined
keep
istence. The first steamer was con-- ; the baby out over night, and totry to
ago.
years
structed twelve
This save the little life. The floating
the Clifford, Is Btlll ln com- - pltal stayed out that night and seven
mission, although this summer is to; men and nurses watched and attended
be her last.
A magnificent
new upon the small life which seemed so
steamer, Just launched, and as yet near its close. In the morning
unnamed, will enter commission in a was some slight improvement, there
and
few weeks.
with the day s trip and another night's
The floating hospital Is a depart- - stay in the fresh air the baby had
ment of tho Lend a Hand society, of suffieientlv rpcnvori t 1,0
which Edward Everett Hale Is presl- It Is a charity supported by God's
dent, and It is a grand charity. There people, and well supported.
There
is something
,.,,, .
about salt ia mti rail 4anA an.t o
UT.
t,nn,l Imni,!
I
,a
v. .
1
.1.
a arts uuur
In the season of 190o. out of 2.500: ami the hahic. or l
o i
t
children carried, and many of them get them cared for intiu
the Boston
hopeless cases, only two died, ing hospital.
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THE PEOPLE AND STREET
RAILWAYS-NE- W
ERA OPENS
Irish guipure combined with chif
fon and radium silk la fashioned into
beautiful evening drena. The tone
of the gown la gray, and the lace Is
dyed to a delicate tone which ia reproduced In the silk and chiffon.
The wide, flaring skirt haa
hem. Under this Is sot the full
pleating! of the gray chiffon.
The radium allk forma the shoulder
drapery. This la ruffled at the edg
nd la drawn In a surplice fashion over
lbs bust. Hero it vanishes at the
o.
front under a large motlv of tho
Th belt 1m of the radium.
acal-:tox-

td

gtil-ptir-

FOR

LOUNGING
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An Article by Mayor Tom Johnson on the Situation in Cleveland, Which is an Example
of Many Other Cities New Era Knocks Out Two Great Evils.
Ing advantage of every quirk in the
Hpotial Correspondence
Tbe events of tho past four or five laws. As fast as the low fare franyears In the street railway controver chises were found to be technically
faulty tho council of Cleveland has
sy In Cleveland havo furnished ma- given new
grants curing the
terial for a groat deal .of newspaper defects.
und other puinic discussion. As this
company
Tho last ditch of
contest has arrived at a climax, It la seeking to maintain a the
nionojHily
Interesting to seo what the real Issue tho streets came 111 the announcementof
Is and how It has worked Itself oirt.
of the doctrlno that the xlting railThe situation in Cleveland Is only road had a ,roiKrty right la the
an ncutu and well defined example of streets and that the grant of a fran-chlsa situation which Is being felt In
carried with It certain Implied
many of tho cities of the country. It advantages runn"ng beyond the term
seems to 1110 tliat the fact that stands of the grant; also tliat this projierty
out most prominently, and which is right amounted to an Implication of
defined with remarkaulo clearness In tho exclusive right in tho streets. Thus
Cleveland Is that a now era has open- It was sought to defeat competition
ed iu tho popular conoeption of tbe during tho terms of a franchise und to
relationships between tho public ser- make tho extension or re rant, of the
vice corporal long on tho one hand and franchise difficult ,f not imnoi siblo
tho public, upon which they depend except to tho existing company.
and to
for their franchise, grants
A learned Judge, In a most carefully
whom they r nder service on the prepared decision,
has announced the
other.
prlmiplo thut there can be no proper-- t
Is
one,
This fuct
the niosl important
ty rights In the streets except the
lu that It has forced In Cleveland an .rights to be found lu a strictly
admission oil the pint of the street
franchise grant, und that the
rullway compmily thut It la to the iiso and benefit r the streets by the
imbllc In gelierul timl public service public, und for tho jitibllc, whether In
coi'jiorutloiis liiiiMt in the future look 'the form or supervision of existing
for further privileges.
roads or tho authorization of comM
In tho old tluys the control of city Iiik ones, must be at all times jmra-- I
.
councils Hiul state leKlslulurea nas mount to any Implied privileges or
been bullliient to secuiv franchises vuntuKna of a former grantee.
worth millions of dollars. Councils and
Thus we see In Cleveland the sit-other legislative bodies are coming nation red no. , to Its lowest terms,
more ami moro to a recognition of the namely, that the existing jiubllc serfact that they stand merely ns asents vice corporation is merely u tenant upror trio people ly whom they were on tlie iroicrty of the inunUijiallty
elected, and that bargains which they and tliat any further favors or grants
make must bo couched In terms sat- of whatever nature must be secured
by an appeal to the public and the
isfactory to and understood lu
by tho general public.
peopi,. owning tho stmits.
This beTwo recent events In Cleveland em- ing the case. It only remains for the
phasize this new relationship. The I'Uhlle to Intorm Its. If us to the merfirst is thut tho present niilroud coin-p- its of Hie proposals of the old Slid new
11. v. in Keeking
a new Kiaut of prlvi companies ami to choose between
lege 111 the streets, .as voluntarily tucill.
appealed to a vote of the people,
Ni urally hi the end or a
agreeing to submit to the people I lie siriiKKle die pio)lo
Cleveland are
terms uihui wulch Ihe grant Is to be perhaps more highly i.reducated
In the
made. The 'hmuiiI Is the announce- mutter or franchise values and chur-inte- r
by
ment of a broad IckuI doctrine
the
of pui, lie Hcrvlce than are any
courts. The railway company bus In other pople In the (011 try.
time past opMsed the granting of
Tbe two itrcat evils that nave crown
franchises to a low fare company; up around the
grunting of speclul priv
first by seeking political control and "cge,, t,, crout public service corjsira-lionlater by a muss of h'KUlution. ull behave been iolltlcal activity, reing directed to t elinlcallt lei and tuk-lu- sult luti In the
debauching 'f public
lit unfair and excessive rates and s nice, unit
out capitalization, resultu
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is made of
TI10 fabric Is soft

isiklt'hiir yellow silk.
jnil tillable, giving Unix clinging linos.
front bus a baud of embroidery
J
miming up to tho ctnplro girdle. This
1m made of folded bilk lu a deeper tone
uf yellow, and It ends In tho center
front under a 1ihk rosetto. The
sum arrangement of silk Is employed
In bands ruuiilug down tho sleeves,
whli the rosette attain appearing at
!ho elbow.

J0

A sheer white llnn gown Is formed
Into a princess by means of tucks
reaching girdle height and then half
way to the knees. The skirt sharply
flares from the hips.
A delicate tone of petunia silk forms
the foundation of this lute summer
frock. The trimming Is a unique lattice arrangement This Is made with
German Val insertion,
it decorates
the bodice of the gown and then runs
In a long line to the bottom of tbe

Two rows of painted china buttons
give a character to the costume. Hand
needle work elaborates the vest and
collar.
FOR

LITTLE

COPPER

FOUND

GIRL

o

d--

iireltyMiuduIr

fuel can be had for the smelter. The
ore that is being taken cut is lIng
piled on the dump and will not be
moved
until the smelter Is built. A
ON
UPPER
PECOS good deal
of property is changing
hands on the Poena which utrenp-thonSMELTER
TO BE BUILT ON the report that an electric line is likely to be built up the Pecos river in
COWLE'S PROPERTY TALK
the near future, the water of the river
OF ELECTRIC LINE UP
being used to generate power for th
RIVER.
road.
J. E. Haines, who arrived from the
upper Pecos Thursday night, says that. A specific
for pain Dr. Thomas'
Cowle's copprr mine is being worked Eclectrlc Oil, strongest, cheapest liniIndustriously and some fine copper ore ment ever devised. A household remIs being taken from It. So flattering edy In America for 25 years.
is the prospect that tb owners are
o
figuring on putting In a smelter right
Roy C. Adams of Chicago, a sign
away. A coal mine has been located writer and painter, Is in the city and
near by the copjier mine, from which may locate here.
RICH

skirt.

low-far-

five-yea-
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float-almo-
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JOHNSON.

meaner extension of serv ice.
Take the right to grant franchises,
worth millions, from tile council; or
rather put i back in tne first Instance
to the p ople themselves that they
may dlryct the council to do their will
and ixilitical graft and corruption
must be materially lessened. It may be
jxtsslhle to corrupt a small lody of
lawmakers, but it Is hardly possible
to corrupt the public at large, drain
franchises on condition that tho books
of public service corporations must he
open at all times to public scrutiny
and camruiKu contributions and lobby
funds cannot ,e liddeu. Have the
books open and Hie public Informed
as to the cum of construction, maintenance ami operation and Hie jiublic
will know whether or not the ruUs
which it pays for services are fair.
As fur us I have seen. I believe that
tile pui,. ic of Cleveland are most Jealous lu guarding the rights of invested
cipltal. but I believe they can no longer be deceived by watered stocks and
bom

S.

I
believe hat out of tills struggle
will come a belter
public service,
cleaner poliiu s. lower cost to the public and tnat this will lie accomplished

without working the least hardship to
capital.
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White organdie flouncing Is used for
u frock of a small woman or five feet
with a decidedly pretty result.
The
short skirt is made with double
flounces. Tiny tucks lit the waist line
give the princess effect, and also make
the blouse the popular short one.
The l.erthe yoke is mitred, the
blouse beneath being or
embroidery. The scalloped edge finishes
the yoke.
The double flounce effect is repeated
in the sleeves.
Poepie who wont to know what is
goinK on In Albiiciueriiue
and the
world find It in The Kvening Citizen.
all-ov-

20MuleTeani

in the daily bath clears

MRttil

slun and quickens the
circulation.

w1r it fcrd. It la ImpoMibU ta iiiitt a ctir.ln udi. Th 4dUioi
o to MULE TEAM LOKAX o th
rot oily mke th claaniinc price
mort tboiougbkul Impvtt a ccufiitful i:iiooltine
ani velvet y whitna to th

ttb

kio

DORAX la th
water, tca'dea aotnlii It anj rr. a It Ing it grateful to tl
lilo. remove! the odor cf ccjapaatioa is a disinfectant
and antiaeptic;
preventive and purifier.
Ladies should a'waya ui "ll-MULBorie
Violet
Talcum Powder
TEAM"
after ths bath. Beat I. r C jm tie aton. Equally Bet for liaby.

All dealers; free sample and illustrated booklet fjr
Address PACIFIC COAST UORAX CO., Chicago, III.
MinufACtureri

Boreas

(itU

"

23-M-

powder), Boric

5w,

- Bofix Sop,

SpaoU, Pow'd

Boric.

sump.
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ALBUQUERQUE

25. 1906.

h.M child, Silas M. Hay. killed by a
Texas & Pacific freight train et the'
f corntr of Sixth and Oregon streets,
In that city, on August 20. The petition sets out that the train without
warning or whistle or any signal back-led down against the bov and killed
;hlm.

PACE

8EVf

I

ELKS OPERA HOUSE
Thursday Evening, Augusi 30, isoc

"Lovers and Lunatics"
The Great Three Act Laugh Provoking Comedy
STRONG CAST OF CHARACTERS

Benefit of Highland Methodist Church
General Admission 50c, Reserved Seats 75c

Reserved Seats on Sale at Matson's After
Tuesday, August 28, 1906

I

A QUESTION

This Strong

1

President Haer of the Re ullng, who
has been simmering In Europe, will
reach New York In a few days from
Southampton, England.
In villi!!.- parlance a locomotive engineer is inmillarly known as a "hog-- ;
head," a fireman as a "tallowpot," a
brakeman rs a "s inger" and an office
clerk as a "plniiead" or 'scissors,
blind."
W. C. Rapp, agent for the
Henderson & St. Louis and the Ixmls-vll- le
& Nashville at Owensboro, Ky.,
left for Memphis to liecome freight
agent for the Louisville & Nashville
in that clfy.

Mr. Wage Earner! What is your most valuable asset?
Is it not your time? When sick or disabled your
wages soon stop and expenses are increased. Insure
your time as well as your life in the Pacific Mutual
policy provides
of death.
for ten years In cage of total disability.
when disabled by accident.
sick benefits.
loan values commencing second year.
Insurance at end of 10, 13, or 20 year
Cash or paid-u- p
period.
Total cost, age 25, only $40.30.
Other amounts In same proportion.
For particulars address or see
A

8

I

or

WITH EVERY VEH1-- ,
CLE WE SELL.
Any part fall lag ty
means of defecttre
material or worknMttH
ship will t made rood i
without expense to the
owner, Irrespective of .
time of service. TUi
you
to prices,
can't beat our on tl

$2,0(10.00

$2,000.00 in case
$200 00 per year
$10.00 per week
$10.00 per week

fully protects you as to quality. Ait
same grade of goods.
Our repair chop is in the hands of skilled men and Is equipped wtta
an necessary appliances ior aoing tne mgnest grade or repairing, op- -'
homering, trimming and painting. King up, write or call.

Albuquerque Carriage Co
CORNER OF FIRST STREET AND TIJERA8 AVENUE.

Henry Bucholz, night round house
foreman In the Santa Fe shops at
Raton left the otheV evening with his
B. SCHWENTKER,
wife and eon, Theodore, for Blackwell,
Mr.
they
with
will
visit
Okla., where
railroad and the same amount for the Buclooz's sister, Mrs. Martin Smith,
Write For Agency.
Room i, N. T. Armijo Hldg.
party who accepts. Passes or special of that place.
rate tickets are prohibited to anybody
except employes ud charitable instiPresident George Gould of the Mis- Mrs. Bambini, at tier parlors, No.
of the
tutions.
souri Pacific, who has been spending ficlals that less than one-ha- lf
idling,
False
classification
and the summer in Europe with his fam- - new steel freight cars which were to 209 West Railroad avenue, is pre
welgning of freight is made the sub- ily, will sail on September C for New be delivered early this year, have yet pared to give thorough scalp treatject of a severe penalty. The fine must York. He w ill make his customary been turned over to the railroad. The ment, do hair dressing, tre- -t corns.
not exceed $5,000 or two years In fall tour of inspection of the South- -' scarcity of cars applies to the coal bunions and Ingrowing nails. She
massage treatment and manicuriprison, or both.
western lines early In Octolier.
icars as well as those or tne usum run gives
ng. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation
"
of freight.
'
or
complexion cream builds up the
"INCLINE OUR HEARTS
A Roswell dispatch dated August -- TO KEEP THIS LAW" says: Fifty-iou- r
coaches filled with
Roadmaster Walter Perrls of the skin and Improves the complexion,
At the meeting of the general counhomeseekers and prospectors arrived Santa Fe, has been on the Cnon and la guaranteed not to be Injurious.
sel and the traffic officials of the in the different portions of the Pecos grade for several days, looking after She also prepares a hair tonic that
southern roads last week at Atlantic valley from Amanllo, Tex., to Carls-- the unloading of a large quantity of cures end prevents dandruff and hair
City, one of the attorneys recited a bad, N. M. This Is the largest excur-- heavy steel rails, to be laid on the falling out; restores life to dead hair;
to Illustrate the attitude that sion of homeseekrs in the history ofgraii0 a distance of about six miles on removes moles, warts and superfluous
Issues Ironclad Instructions 'prayer
hair. Also 4 face powder, a freckle
railroad men assume toward mo new me I'ecos vaney.
the west side of the summit. The cure
and pimple cure and pile cure.
pounds in
The confernew rail is eighty-fiv- e
and None Will Be Granted interstate commerce act. provisions
engiB. J. Dalton, formerly chief
of
ees had discussed the
will make a good ImproTe-men- t All of these preparations are pureiy
weight
and
vegetable compounds. Have just adrailin the track on the Cajon grade.
the new law for several hours, with neer for the Denver, Enid & Gulf engiAfter August 28.
a vibrator machine for tren'ment
ded
company
chief
road
of
late
and
intera
arriving
at clear
the object of
W. R. Brown, division freight and of scalp, face and cure of wrinkles.
pretation, and the views which sev- neer of the Oklahoma Construction
has resigned to accept the passenger ngent for the Santa Fe, It is also used for rheumatism, pains
Passenger officials of the Atchison, eral of them had expressed did not company,
position of associate professor of en- with headquarters at El Paso, passed and massage
Topeka & Santa Fe railroad have de- seem to have a determinative effect.
cn route
Edward Colston of Cincinnati, gen- gineering in the Kansas State uni- through the city this morning
cided to discontinue the issuance of
to I.ns Vegas, where he goes to meet
Interstate passes after the 28th of this eral counsel of the Cincinnati, New versity at
J. L. Koontz, general freight agent for
month and have sent out renewed in- Orleans & Texas Pacific, arose at this
be- yesterday
Fe. railroad
The Santa
gen
.. ,
.
. .
....
. the Santa Fe, who Is on a trip of
AND CURE
LUNGS
structions to all agents of the company confusing period and remarked: "Our gan raising
.
an tracKs wnnin xne cuy
In8t)pctlon ovcr the western di
may
tie
new
to
feeling
act
possible
this
every
toward
precaution
take
to
ac vlf,lons
one
foot.
This
been
limits
his
Brown
Mr.
and
of the astern.
avoid violation of the law lu the mat- explained best by a response in the necessary ny me i;uiui:uiiian:u
WITH
Episcopal prayer book, 'on, lxrrt, in- struction of a new roundhouse, freight Mr. Koontz will reach Albuquerque
ter of discriminations.
will spend
night
and
Tuesday
probably
keep
this
law.'"
to
year
our
hearts
cline
a
over
given
were
"Orders
house, coal chutes and other buildings
When the laugh had subsided Judge for the railroad yards. When the Im- several days in the city visiting local,
ago," said J. M. Connell, general passhippers.
Ijouisvillc,
of
Humphrey,
all
Fe,
P.
Alexander
senger agent of the Santa
"to
provements are completed the comagents to be careful In regard to mak- general counsel of the Southern rail- pany will have spent about $75,000.
0NSUMPTI0N ? ' Price
Stomach Troubles and Constipation.
These orders way, said: "Mr. Colston omitted the
ing discriminations.
COefcSt.OO
OUGHSand
hope
reasonably
for
can
No
one
response.
part
that
year,
of
most essential
were repeated the first of this
OLDS
Free Trial.
The Southern Pacific and Union Pa- good digestion when the bowels are
Lord,
'Oh,
have
be,
and hereafter it is our intention to It Is and should
cific railroads and their connections constipated. Mr. Chas. Baldwin of Ed- lo
our
hearts
guard against this as strictly as is mercy on us and incline
Burest and Uuickeat Cure for all
Til
bqvb' "T aiifporort from
and the Santa Fe system have an- keep this law.' " .
THROAT and LUNG TROUBpossible."
nounced colonist rates to California
stomach
constipation
and
LES, or MONEY BACK.
A fine of $5,000 and imprisonment
one way, of $33 from Chicago, bieg for geveral years, but, thanks to
for a term of two years may be Im- SANTA FE'S NEW IN OKLAHOMA $30 from St. Louis and New Orleans chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tab-an- d
LINES
posed as the penalty of a violation of
$25 from Missouri river points. let8i atn almost cured." Why not get
PIONEER BAKERY
The Santa Fe's new Oklahoma line
the interstate law recently enacted by was
will.be effective August 27 a package of these tabtets and get
rates
The
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
the
as
OKlahoma
in
Incorporated
congress. Railway officials have no
Samwell and etay well'' Price 25c.
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
Western Oklahoma railway company to October 31.
intention of courting a chance to have and
pies free. For sale by all druggists.
was authorized to build from Lindimposed.
penalty
agens.
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY,
the
Eugene JIcAulin, general mei
say, I. T.. to Alston, Okla., 1G2 milon;
An instance of the manner in which
M. F. Hand, who has been foreman
con for the Frisco, is in Tulsa, I. T.. ne- of
a
point
City
to
Oklahoma
from
the new law works came up a few neetinn nith iho first named line. 105 gotlating with operators in tne i.ienn of the axle light department of the We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
days ago. A lady bought a round trip miles, and from Gutnr'.e west to a pool for crude oil, which the Frisco Santa Fe at Chicago for the last sev
Albuquerque.
excursion ticket from Chicago to El connection with the second-nameis contemplating to use as fuel for lo- - eral years, has resigned his position 207 South First Street,
line
Paso and return for one fare plus two (sixtv-onmiles), in Blaine county, comotives. Three thousand barrels 01 with the Santa Fe and win accept a
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
dollars. The tickets were sold to all Construction of but thirty-on- e
miles of oil daily would be consumed, and to similar one with the Rock Island. Mr.
purchasers with the understanding this road, from Alston to Selling, Ok., equip all locomotives on tne road tor Hand has been with the Santa Fe for
AND TRANS
that they were good only for a contin- is at present proposed.
five years. He has held the position LIVERY, SALE, FEED
burning oil would cost iJ.umi.uuu.
FER STABLES.
of
this
uous passage in both directions. On
foreman
and
clerk,
of
assistant
company
as
are
The officers of the
Bought and Ex
.Tohn T. Marshall of the engineering department.
Mr. Hand will be suc- Horses and Mules
the' return trip the lady was taken sick follows: President Henry
E. Asp,
changed.'
on the train and it became necessary Guthrie, Ok.: first vice president, W. department of the Santa Fe at To- ceeded by J. W. Turner, who resigns
TURNOUTS IN THE CflTY
for her to leave the train at a Kansas H. Janscen, Chicago; second vice pres- peka, has tendered his resignation to a similar position with the Missouri BEST
between Railroad and
station. She was without a great deal ident, J. W. Kendrick, Chicago; third take effect Immediately. He has ac- Pacific to neeept this one. Mr. Tur- Second Street,
Copper Avenue.
of money and she was cared for at a vice president, G. T. Nicholson, Chi- cepted an engineering position on a ner was at one time connected with
hospital in a charitable manner. She cago; secretary treasure. E. L. Cope-lan- railroad which Is to be constructed the Chicago Great Western in a simSTREET
made request to be allowed to continue
Topeka; general counsel. Wal- from' Manila, in the Philippine Islands. ilar position.
Mr. Marshall leaves Saturday for St.
her trip to Chicago on her ticket. This ker D. Hines, New York.
In Self Defense
and from there he will go to
Iuis
privilege constitutes a discrimination
Seattle, from which he will emliark Major Hamm, editor and manager of
under the new law and for that reason RAILWAY JOURNAL
the Constitutionalist, Emminence, Ky., All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
MOVES TO CHICAGO for Manila September 2.
can not be allowed. Heretofore exwhen he was fiercely attacked, four
Railway
Steam 8ausage Factory.
been
have
The
heretofore
Journal,
tenuating circumstances
Railroads that figured on having years ago, by piles, bought a box of
in the Wainwright building
taken into consideration In cases of published
EMIL KLEINWORT.
(!! Via t vo n o fntA
rt their new cars delivered early this Bucklen's Arnica Salve, of wHcn he
this kind, and the passenger allowed 1n St T rtii a
expected to have a sufficient says: "U cured me In ten
and Masonic Building, North Third Street.
to proceed on the trip without further Chicago, and the September number
uuu no trouble since. Quickest healer of
'i
"l ala lu
cost. In this case, however, the lady will bo Issued from the new office,
up against a scarry u burns, sores, cuts and wounds. 25c
will have to pay her fare from the Grand Central passenger transporta- - ll'me 13
at all druggists.
naiea ny rauroaa
tlon building. E. C. Cook, who
Kansas town to Chicago.
THE CELEBRATED
the paper at Chicago, will re-- ,
Passenger officials have not yet
formed an absolute decision in regard main as managing editor. W. B. Barr
to the latitude allowed them In regard will be associate editor, and W. E.
to the issuance of transportation, and,
iM Cbieago Terminal Transfer Rail- for that reason, it has been tac&dou
way company, will be business man- cut out the further Issuance of
for interstate tripe after Au- ager. Mr. Barr is general freight and
gust 28. Time transportation already passenger agent of the Chicago Ter- outstanding is. In the opinion of the mlnal railway.
officials, valid until January 1, under
Bottled In Bond.
H. fl. Tan Slyck, general livestock
the terms of the new law, and will sent
for the Santa Fe in the south- not be molested unless given notice
to take it up by the interstate com- west ,li registered at the Alvarado.
merce commission.
Round Trip Tickets on sale to nearly
Otto Hahn, division superintendent
The decisioh to not issue time cr
the news department of the Har- Distillers.
all
points in Kansas, Missouri, Iowa,
annual passes to newspapers ifrr Vr.e far
system, has returned from a pleas- KY.
FRANKFORT,
28th of this month has been made. The vey
, Illinois, Nebraska, Minnesota, Dakotas,
exchange of transportation for adver- ure trip to New York.
Wisconsin, also to Memphus, Tenn.
tising space must hereafter be made WANT $40,000 FOR
,
on a strict dollars and cents basis, a
Dates of Sale August 23, 24, 25, final
DEATH
MELINI & EAKIN
OF
SON
LITTLE
newspaper being allowed no more In
L.
wife,
Daniel
Hay
Myrtb?
his
and
return limit October 31. Call at ticket
Sole Agents.
value In interstate transportation than Hay, filed suit In the district court
office for particulars.
he pays for In advertising space in his at El Paso against the Texas & Pa
N. M.
Albuquerque,
paper at his current rates.
cific railroad company
asking for
Phone, 199.
Automatic
DM. Y, Agent.
T.
inPUR
E.
not
others
all
and
Politicians
damages in the aggregate amount of
cluded in the interstate law as being HO.OUO for the death of their
will
passes
entitled to use interstate
be cut off from the use of such transportation also on the 28th of this
U)
month, pending the floal Milim
IM
the construction to be
law in regard to the latltuj to " Jl
lowed the ralli,ji in tie
,f
;f ......
1
such transportation
"-of this month and the Cr it ri I i
January, at wl.lch Hist ( . ( . I 1
0
'
o
ques;ion as ra Ills ICtion'u; Of H
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Foundry and

Albuquerque

Machine Works

'

R. P. MALL, Proprlmior
Iron and Brut Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars;
laftlspa.
Pulleys, Grade Ban, Babbit Metal; Colamni and Iroa Frost f
Buildings.
Pmpmlrm on Mining end Mill Mmhlnory m Specialty
Foundry east side ot railroad track.
Albsqaertie. H. ML

PASSES

HE SANTA

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

FE

General Boilding Sopplies

SCREEN DOORS

1
1

Third and Marquette

Both Phones

Lightning Hay Presses at Vety Low Prices

We have received a car load of Lightning presses and In order to sell
them rlgflt out we will make a very low price, based on spot cash cost t
us and car load (fright

KILL the COUCH
the

.

j

Dr. King's

in

Discovery

Nov

for

e

V. VfTTi V. in"

j

1

W"

WRITE TO US AT ONCE.

tru-poln-

J.

&

KORBER

CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albnqnerqce-

WE FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF

At Consistent
Prices -

d

-

j

COMMERCE- -

e

,

THlkD

Meat Market

J'

uv:.

dts

'

s'

trent-portati-

on

j

j

j

QT Cheap Rates
to the East

SS

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

Thos. F. Keleher
OILS, VARNISHES AND
. BRUSHES.
Saddles, Lap
Harness,
Leather,
DuBters, Whips, Axle Oils, otc Palmetto Root Paint; lasts five years and
stops leaks. Caen paid for xHides and
Pelts.
AVENUE.
408 WEST RAILROAD
PAINTS,

B. A. QLEYSTER

UP TO

W. E.

General Repair Shop.

line and gas stoves repaired.
Next to "Walton's drug store, Bout
Third street.

0. W. Strong's Sons

with Raaoe

Mauger.

RANKIN & CO,

FIRE INSURANCE. REAL ESTATH
LOANS.
Automatic phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Armijo Building.

rori a or adi
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
Qrain and Fuel.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Uqoora
and Cigars. Place your orders foa
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STRKHT.

PI RE
INSURANCE.

avenue.

M.
ti

MONUMENTS
N. Second BL. Both Phones.

DRAGOIE

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, mm
All Kinds of Fresh MeaV
800 North Broadway, corner of Wan
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
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MUST CIVE
NOTICE

:
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its Location
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New Ljw
rf. ! C f. '.
Make Cheap Rates For Circuses
and Parties Without Plenty of
Notice.

In discussing the m w rate regulation
net In its relation to railroad traftic in

tne territories, the Tucson Star says:
Perhaps the greatest interest is the
provision that maks it impossible to
make an excursion rate and put it tn
to effect under thirty days after the
first notice is given.
Should a circus come c
sending notice but thr ?!':-?

be irnMissltxt
mads to run excurstcDg

it would

Tr;i

Ul ll

i.iu

fv!f
!r:i'
Z

the nearby points to lullCJ ti
iluced rates. Thev could run Mr jXI
trains, but the IU
;l k .
the regular one.
According to tie llfT
:z.
road proposes to xctXt irj U
passenger
its
or fullU
though they te l.U Uilil l.'l. i.iti
lays' notice mut L livi
m..1- ton, n. c, before U(r;i ftif I?
f
Hl-rto'
feet.
era 12
z.
I
ten days aci that c:r ;
T..
tine state .0
The penalty lor sfrrii
tzr
for freight or piarjcju ' f i
fine cf ftctt
,U ,
;

IS 31 MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQL'ER-IVM, AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIV
s!:n (If THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
ltDT AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
FRANCISCO.
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1.OH0 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS, 25x
140 FEET, LAID OUT WITH BROAD SO AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 110 FEET WIDE.
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
TREES; PUBLIC
AND GRAND
OLD SHADE
SCHOOL HOUSE, COSTING I1C.UO0; CHURCHES;
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.50U
PEOPLE; SEVERAL IJVRGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE HELEN PATENT ROLLER
HILL, CAPACITY l.'O BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS, ETC.
HELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
WUCL, TLOUIt. WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
tif CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
IK 4. GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
I CD HEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.
!C.

Under

l';

I

? a o to

TO BELEN, N. M.

GOME

cooooooKtKoeo

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Are Owners of
Belen Townsite

The Belen Town and

tXPf.JP'

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE 8ANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.

THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
MODERN
GRAVEL,
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY rlYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
PURCHASE
WARRANTY DEEDS.
S
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEY CASH.
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR! WITH S PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
ONE-THIR-

YOU

BECKER,

Pres.

,

BERGER,

D

TWO-THIRD-

provement Co.
JOHN

iuwyiotosotc-ootoeoioeoooeoeo- s

0000OaK

00 O9O9OOOmOO0OO9O9
A Railway Center

S,

Im-

Sec'y.

First 8b

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

Secretary Mutual Building kfotHM
tlon. Office at 217 West Rallraa'

UNDERTAKERS

201-21-

&

A. E. WALKER,

,

Superintendents
Falrrlew
8anta Barbara Cemeteries.

MAUGER

Office, 115 North

STRONG BLOCK.

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

SIGNS

WOOL

REAL ESTATE- -r
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

Furniture packed and crated; gaso

MTE

208 WEST 8ILVER AVENUE.

INSURANCE,

L. H. SHOEMAKER

A. LUCERO

T.

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS,

OO0OOOKwOOOOtOOaOO

I
ALBUQUERQUE

FACE CliHT.

LOCAL AND

it:
3X1.

1

PERSONAL
WEATHER INDICATIONS.

14VETRA!LR0ADAVi2F
Partly cloudy tonight and Sunday
with local showers In east portion.

Wind Up Sale

i

MIhb HIk'I Kluke bus secured a term
of school In the Alameda district.
Aldermiin Samuel Neustadt left last
night on a business trip io i.as epas.

Baseball tomorrow afternoon . at
Traction park. See advertisement on
another page.
Tickets to the gamp, Including car
fare checks, may he purchased In new
town for 50 cents.
Dr. Chas. It. Keyes, the mining en
gineer of Sworro, arrived iu the city
last night from a business trip to New
York.
Mr. and Mrs. M. O. Chadbourne re
turned to the city last night from u
pleasant outing spent on the Pecos,
north of Glorleta.
J. H. Gainsley, chief clerk at Simon
Stern's clothing store, will leave tonight for uenver. He will be absent
for about two weeks.
Felice de Blassl, residing in old
town, late yesterday afternoon ltecame
the proud father of a baby boy, born
at 6 o'clock. Mother and child doing

of Low Shoes
MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN

FO

The balance of our Oxforda has to go within the next few days and
we have cut the prices to such an extent as to he aure to Bucceed.
We have not all sizes In every line, yours may be here. Won't you
come and And out? It will pay you to Investigate.

Women's Vici Kid Oxfords. .. .$3.50
Women's Vlci Kid Oxfords .... 3.00
Women's Vlcl Kid Oxfords .... 2.50
Women's Vlci Kid Oxfords .... 2.00
Men's Patent Colt Oxfords.... 4.00
3.50
Men's Velam Calf Oxfords
3.00
Men's Vici Kid Oxfords
2.00
Men's Vici Kid Oxfords

reduced to
reduced to
reduced to
reduced to
reduced to
reduced to
reduced to
reduced to

$2.65
2.35
1.95
1.55

3.15
2.65
2.25

well.
Mrs. Dora Mclleynoltls, of
geles, who has been here

1.55

When purchased at F. F. Trotter's
grocery store, axe sure to bring; the
right flavor to all dishes Into which
they enter. This Is because we always procure the best manufactured.
We find out first what brands are reliable and personally guarantee them.

F. F. TROTTER
street

T. Y. MAYNARD

GEO. W. HICKOX.

DURING THE DULL SEASON 13 WHEN WE HAVE THE TIME TO
REPAIR TOUR WATCH OR CLOCK, AND GIVE IT THE CLOSEST AND BEST ATTENTION. RINO US UP AND WE WILL CALL
FOR THE CLOCK. WATCHES ENTRUSTED TO OUR CARE ARB
PLACED IN i'HE VAULT EVERY NIGHT. ON WOuK FROM OUT
OF TOWN, WE PAY EXPRESS CHARGES ONE WAV. TRY US.

THE

The

Hickox-Maynar- d

New

Mexico's

Co.
Leading

Jewelers

80UTH 8ECOND STREET.

ARCH FRONT.

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

I

Fourth and 'Railroad Avenue

-

HARDWARE
FfARNESS
SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING

grief-strick-

T1NNIN3

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue
THE

EVERITT

the past

month visiting Mrs. Frank Cllne. will
leave Sunday night on her return to
I OS Angeles.
Miss Minnie Craig, who has been
spending tne summer with home folks
in Westfield, N. Y., will return to the
city tonight. Miss Craig is a popular
teacher In the city schools.
Miss Anna Thomas, .one of Albu
querque's Bchool teacher, returned to
the city yesterday from Cianado, Ariz.,
where she was the guest of the family
of J. L. Hubbell several .months.
Rev. Thomas Harwood. of this city,'
who attended the Grand Army encampment at Minneapolis, has been heard
from. He Is visiting friends at Pres-cot- t,
Wis., and Is In good health.
County School Superintendent A. Ii.
Stroup has returned to tho city from
a visit to the schools In the vicinity of
Chllill. He says that the Chllill country Is looking fine and that the natives
generally are very prosperous.
Miss Daisy Huntzinger, who has
been spending the summer with rela
tives In Pueblo. Colo., will return to
the city tomorrow evening to resume
her duties as teacher In the Second
ward school.
A few days ago Madame Proudfit,
of Des Moines, la., arrived in the city
and has taken room 5 in the Grant
building. The lady is a well-knomodiste, coming highly recommended
to this city, and she makes a specialty
of evening gowns.
C. A. Hudson and party, who went
up the river dove hunting, returned
late yesterday afternoon and they
brought back with them a sackful of
birds. Several intimate friends were
remembered by the hunters, and "dove
on toast" was the breakfast dish this
morning.
William Harper, the 'Hnortine man.
of Goldfleld, Nev., who spent, several
weeks In the city looking after business Interests, left last- night for his
desert home. Mr. Harper recently sold
one of the most valuable pieces of
business property in the city to Graham brothers.
The mother of Harry Coddinstou,
who died at her home in Gallun on
Thursday, was laid to rest In Falrview
cemetery this morning, the funeral
taking place at 10 o'clock. The de
ceased had a large number of friends
In this city who Join the
son in mourning her departure.
'Mr. and Mrs. William Ziegler have
returned to the city after a sojourn of
several months at the former's old
home In Pennsylvania.
Mrs. Ziegler
was formerly Miss Delia Damiauo and
was popular In musical circles here.
being an accomplished pianist. The
young couple expect to make Albuquerque their future home.
Professor Dl Mauro, the violin In
structor, returned to the city last night
from a three weeks' visit at the Jemes
hot springs in quest of relief from
rheumatism, a disease with which he
has been afflicted fix some time. The
professor returns to the city much
Improved and expects o take up his
teaching again next week.
Percy Hawley, the newsdealer, re
turned yesterday afternoon from a
pleasant sojourn at the Jemez hot
springs. Mr. Hawley was accompan
ied by Henry Bramlett. They report
weather pleasant at the springs, and
that a large number of people had
spent the summer there, but many
had left before their arrival, which
was on August 11.
Mrs. Arno Huning, of Castle Hun- lng, entertained yesterday In honor of
Miss Krna Ferguson and Miss Lisa
Dieckmann who leave the city shortly,
the former to go abroad and the latter
to enter school in Tennessee. Those
present were Miss Minnie Zuckerberg,
Miss Lillian Spitz, Miss May Hazel-din- e,
Miss Marguerite Schuster, Miss

8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.

Not. 118 and 120 Bouth 8scond

los

An

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

We invite

CITIZEN.

EVENING

Sue Dobson, Miss Oracp Borradaile,
auer,
.miss
miss Kelna urnnsreid,
Ml.. fv,l,ima Itiinlnir Mrs Ttnward
Clark and Mrs. E. K. Edgar.
Harvey P. Iilttner arrived In the
city today from Chicago, where he has
been spending the summer studying
in tne summer scnooi oi me .iuck"
He will leave later for
university.
Stanford university.
A. V. Teginr and Isaac Cox. the
former a contractor and builder and
the latter a plumber, being a member
of the 'Standard Plumbing company,
left this afternoon for a dove hunt
along tho river. They owe some debts
In town, which they do not deny, and
wish The Evening Citizen to state that
they have not left the city for good,
but will roturn with plenty of birds
In a few days.
Probably the happiest man In town
today Is F. B. Schwentker, general
agent for the Pacific Mutual Life Insurance company. The cause of this
boy born
hnpplness Is an eigbt-poun- d
at the Schwentker home, 515 Roma
Mr.
morning, and
avenue,
this
Schwentker is celebrating the event
by passing around the cigars. Everybody Is smoking up at the office of
The Evening Citizen.
Mrs. L. E. Ervin. the milliner, has
returned from eastern markets, where
she spent several weeks studying new
fall and winter hats and buying goods
for fall trade. Mrs. Ervin has formed
a partnership with Miss Josephine
Paynter and in a few, days they will
open a store at 309 Railroad avenue to
be known as the Millinery Fashion
company's millinery store.
Mrs. T. Pratt and Mrs. John Borra-tlai- le
and daughter, Miss Grace, left
tnls morning for 8t. Ijouls. After seeing the young lady safely In school
and Mrs.
it St. l.olils, Mrs. Borradaile
Pratt will continue to St. Paul, where
they will be the guests of Captain A.
Is United
States
W. Kimball, who
quartermaster at Fort Snelltng. Mrs.
Borradaile will return home in October, while Mrs. Pratt leaves on a trip
to Europe.

GRAND OPENING.
Saturday evening, August 26, I will
accommodate all comers at my new
saloon. Free lunch! free lunch!
212 North Third street.
J. W. LEWIS, PROP.

TWENTY

o
CASH

For grain sacks, all sizes.

Atk for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

VOTING

FOR

FOR
THE TAKING-FRLUNCH AT THE WHITE

YOURS

E.L.WASHBURNC0.iH

22

PRICES

Co.

APPLES WITH NO SEED! NO
CORE! TREES FOR SALE. N. W.
ALGER. 124 SOUTH WALTER ST.

$15 to $30

NOW IN OUR STORE. EVERY
ONE IS NEW AND UP TO
DATE. IN THE RACE FOR SU-

PREMACY WE KEEP OUR
EYE ON ADVA. ICED STYLES
AND
WE ALWAYS
HAVE
THEM.

Tigers $3.00
Stetson 4.00
Knox
5.00

ALBUQUERQUE.

We do It right.
Imperial Laundry Co.

ROUGH

DRY.

Simon Stern Simon Stern

JUST RECEIVED
at
the

Champion Grocery and Meat Market
Cor. Seventh and TIJeras
A choice line of Imported Goods Direct from Italy.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
Remember, we handle the best
meats and a full line of choice gro- ccrles
LOMMORI

RECEIVED

COUNTY

ISN'T ANY BETTER
MADE. WE HAVE CONTRACT-EFOR A MUCH
LARGER
STOCK THIS FALL THAN WE
DID
LAST SPRING.
THE
STOCK WILL PROVE TO BE
THE BEST AND MOST COMPLETE - OF ANY SEASON.

Our ROUGH DRY work don't have
to be washed over. Imperial Laundry

Fall Hats

Marx

THERE

EE

&

TICKETS

R.R.

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

AND

The Railroad Avenue Clothier

Furniture, Stoves, Dishes and Enamelware

MATTEUCCI.

AT SPECIAL PRICES.

Speelman

BOUGHT. SOLO
EXCHANGED

Poll books for Bernalillo county for
Association Offloo
the election of 19(6 have been receivTransactions
Up-to-Da- te
They
ed by Probate Clerk Walker.
Cuarantaed
are different from all other poll books
of the past In that they have columns ROSENFIELD'S, II 8 W, R. R, Ave. Noxl Door First National Bank
for the statehood vote. These unusual
columns are narrow ana come next
on the page to the name of the voter.
They are printed both in English and
Spanish.
"Shall New Mexico and Arizona be
united to form one state?" is the question put to the voter. Above the column in which the answers are to be
written are the words "Yes" and
"No."
The next column Is for delegates to
the constitutional convention. This Is
another column new to the poll books
Then follows the
of New Mexico.
column for the votes for the delegate
to congresB, and
the other elective
territorial offices and the county of
fices down to the river commissioners.

&

C

)

Searing

Furniture Dealers

I

203 Wast Cold Avanne

Hardware, Ice Cream Freezers, High Grade
Enamelware, Pocket Knives, Crockery, Tinware, etc., call on

Black Cat Stocking tor men, women
and children are unequaled in wear,
fit and fast colors. Prices range from
15 to 50 cents. For sale at C. May 8
Shoe Store, 314 West Railroad avenue.

IIS NORTH FIRST STREET

AUTOMATIC RHONE S46

COLORADO PHONE 74

Big chicken dinner at the Columbus
hotel tomorrow; 25 cents.
i

We guarantee quality and prices to be right try some Diamond Edge Tools and
Cutlery they give satisfaction

TIcketH for the Lvllian Leiehtnn
Benefit tomorrow night on sale at various stores.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

KREAM

Lylltan Lelghton Btuefit tickets on
sale at stores.
o

.

TONIGHT! TONIGHT! TONIGHT!
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT.
Big chicken dinner at the Columbus
hotel tomorrow; 25 cents.

THE MAZE
Loaded shells, black powder
Loaded shells, smokeless

50c
55c
15c
$6.00
J 1.50 $2.25
65c
30c

caliber cartridges
shotgun
Target rifles
Apple parers
Meat presses
gasoline stove
20c and
Tablo oilcloth
Rubber doormats
THE MAZE
iWm. Kieke, Prop.
22

Single-barr-

el

$3.00
22 c
$1.00

Whitney Company

h

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

I

MntMsHaaHWBViMaBnBHni

TONIGHTI TONIGHTI TONIGHTI
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
ELEPHANT.
Secure tickets for the Lyllian Leigh- ton Benefit tomorrow night. On sale
at various stores.

Wholesale Distributers: McCormick Mowers, Rakes and Harvesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons, Mead Hay Presses.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.

ICE CREAM SOCIAL.
Ice cream social Tuesday evening,
August 28, at Albers' dairy, old town,

to raise funds with which to buy a
new altar for the German Lutheran
church. Ice cream and cake, o cents.
Cars stop in front of the house. Round
trip tickets for one- fare may be se
cured at Westerfeld's cigar store.
Dig chicken dinner at
25
o

XX
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XX

5,

XX7

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
Successors to E. J. POST
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to those desir
ing osteopathic
Just returned from my

treatment.
vacation and will be in my office in
the Barnett Building. C. H. Conner,
M. D., D. O. Specialty Osteopathy.

See Display

mgf
iKQp

KREAM

Will the party who took the black
shawl last night by mistake from

l!k

BAM BROOK

& COMFANY

Sole Agents for the BURLINGTON OUTING BASKETS

Crolng to the mountains Sunday? We
will loan you a folding pocket kodak.
Houston, 205 West Kailroad avenue.
,
o

re--

i

MciNTOSH HARDWARE COMPANY

.

Sennit's ice crtam parlor please
in ii same to Mr. Schutt.

o

o

the Columbus

cents.

Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take no other.

40 X, 403 North First Street

Sooth First Sireet

in

OurWindow
corooooocooo

'

THE HIGHLAND LI VERY
19
We.t Gold

&

CLASS,

DO IT NOW. STOCK THAT COAL
SUMMER
FOR
NEXT WINTER.
PRICES FOR THE MONTH OF AUGUST ONLi. W. H. HAHN & CO.

NOTICE.

1

Hart, Schaffner

THE

DRESSMAKING,
SEE
PROUDFIT, ROOM 5,
MADAME
GRANT BUILDING.

vited.

4

FIRST

8TRICTLY

v

HOF-BRA-

WHITE ELEPHANT.

FOR

BOOKS

0

Call and see this great array of Seasonable Merchandise

wag-

KREAM

MUNCHEN
DRAUGHT,
AT

IMPORTED
ON

The Women's Club will give an ice
cream social in their club rooms Mon
day evening. Visitors cordially In

$10.00 to 15.00
swell 15.00 to 22.50
18.00 to 30.00

Our

A Hundred
Shapes in

Clothing

on will call for them. E. W. Fee, 602
South First street. Both phones.

EPH ANT.

BUSINESS SUITS Grey and Neat Mixtures
KUPPENHEIMER'S CELEBRATED SUITS-ve- ry
STEIN BLOCH CO'S., Nobby Exclusive Styles

The" New Fall

CENTS AT- WEST GOLD AVENUE.

FOR
YOURS
THE
TAKIN- GFREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL

4- -

POUND BOX FINE
85
FOR
PEACHES
SKINNER'S, NO. 116

MOUNTAIN

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER.
WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

.

Coming In Piling Up

.

hotel tomorrow;

We are placing on display for the Fall Season the largest, best selected and most
varied line of merchandise in Clothing and Furnishings ever shown in this 'city.

SATURDAY" AUGUST' 25, 19M.

BROS)., Rropa.

The "Sadie" for mountain parties and
at special rates on week days.
Auto Phone 04.
No. 112 John St.

M

I

,

mfi
II
J

215 West Rallroao Avenue

M

LIVERY AND BOARDING STABLE
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.

l--

ALBUQUERQUE,
XXXXXXXXX-XXXXX1XXXXXXXT.XXXIX1-

J

NEW MEXICO

